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CHARTS FOR THE CALCULATION OF AIRPLANE
PERFORMANCE
By W. BAILEYOSWALD
SUMMARY
In the present report submitted to the ,Vational A&,isory
Committee .for Aeronautics for publication the general
formulas .for the determination o2[all major airplane per-
formance characteristics are developed. A rigorous analy-
sis is used, making no assumption regarding the attitude
of the airplane at which maximum rate of climb occurs,
but finding the attitude at which the excess thrust horse-
power is maximum..
The characteristics of performance are given in terms of
the three fundamental parameters Xp, X,, and Xt, or their
engineering alternatices lp, l,, and lt, where
Xp _ lp -- parasite loading
X, o_ l, - effective .span loadin_
X,.0¢ it 2-"thrust horsepower loading
ne_arameter of, fundamentalThese comb,he" into a
importance which has the alternative forms: "_.
A'_ i_. = l, lt"'
A correction is made for the _ariation of parasite re-
sistaT_ce with angle of attack a_d for the nonelliptical uri'ng
loading by including in the induced drag term a factor e,
called the "airplane e_ciency factor." The correction is
thus assumed proportional to C£a.
A comprehensive study of full-scale data-for use in the
.formulas is made. Using the results of this investigation,
a series of performance charts is drawn for airplanes
equipped with modern unsupercharged engines and fixed-
pitch metal propellers.
Equations and charts are developed which show the
variation of performance due to a change in any of the
customary design parameters.
Performance determination by use of the.formulas and
charts is rapid and explicit. The results obtained by thUs
performance method have been .found to give agreement
with flight test that is, in general, equal or superior to re-
sults obtained by present commonly used methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The present report was started upon the suggestion
of Mr. Arthur E. Raymond, assistant chief engineer of
the Douglas Aircraft Corporation _nd professor of air-
plane design at the Califo."nia Institute of Technology,
that a rapid algebraic or chart method of performam_e
estimation would be of value to the industry. The
analysis starts with the basic equations given by
Dr. Clark B. Millikan in reference 1, and uses param-
eters of the airplane similar to those there introduced.
The general equations for maximum rate of climb
are obtained by differentiating and equating expres-
sions for thrust horsepower available and required,
and using the excess horsepower at the optimmn speed
so determined. The accuracy of the charts therehn'_
depends almost entirely upon the accuracy with which
any general propeller and thrust-horsepower data
represent the case at hand.
General supercharged engine data may be substi-
tuted in the general equations to give a series of charts.
Variable-pitch propeller data may be used to give a
series of charts. In short, the formulas developed are
general formulas. The calculation and constr_:ction __.._"
of charts for any general type of engine or F:'Jpeller
requires considerable labor; however, dh_ce the series
of charts has been constructed, the calculation of the
performance characteristics of any airplane similarly
equipped may be carried out in a few minutes.
Besides giving to the designer the advantage of
rapidity in performance calculation, the charts readdv
show the change in performance of the airplane with a
change in any of its characteristics: Weight, span,
equivalent parasite area, design brake horsepower,
maximum propeller efficiency. The designer may, by
the use of the charts, weigh the relative merits of a
change in airplane characteristics in obtaining any
desired performance.
Another advantage in the use of the charts is the
fact that the absolute ceiling, maximum rate of climb,
and the maximum velocity, having been specified, the
charts may be solved in reverse order to determine
the airplane characteristics necessary to give the
specified performance. The designer's requirements
and limits are definitely set, and his problem tin-
mediately becomes one of structure. Likewise, flight
test data having been _ven, the charts may be solved
in reverse order to determine the actual values of the
airplane parameters.
It hardly need be pointed out that the selection el' .t
propeller is made easy by the use of the charts. .Maxi-
mum velocity depends upon propulsive c('il .tern.y:
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which in turn depends upon maximum velocity. This , _ ,, • ,.
cyclic process is rapidly solved by means of the charts, w_ =,-t W - stoking speed" (2.3)
The physical discussion of A', presented in Section then equati(,n (2.l) takes the form,
II B, is due to Dr. Clark B. Millikan's timely dis-
eovery of the fundamental physical nature of this dh
major parameter of airplane performance, d-t =wn-w,. (2.4),
dh
The general performance fornmlas have been The maximum horizontal velocity occurs atd[=0;
developed in Sections ]I and III in teems of the
physical parameters _p, X,, X,, and A' in order that maximvm r_.to _f climb at maximum dh.dt ' absolute
the results may be readily extended to any system of
,mits. The results are extended to the American ceiling at m.tximum dhdt ffi0, etc.
engineering system of units in Section V preliminary
to the construction of the performance charts, which Splitting up the drag into two terms in accordance
make use of the engineering parameters lp, I,, It, _ith the Prandt[ wing theory,
andA. DV /D, D,_
The lnethod of performance determination is out- w,=-W---_-_-.+,/ V (2.5)
lined in Sections VI and VII. Charts for the complete where,
calculation of the performance of any airplane equipped D = total drag
with m_,dern unsupercharged engines and fixed-pitch Dp =parasite drag (that portion of drag whose coeffi-
metal propellers have been collected at the end of the cient is constant)
report. Itence, for the purpose of solving actual per- D_ =effective induced drug (that portion of drag whose
formance problems, Sections VI and VII may be coefficient is proportional to CL:)
read and used independently of the previous sections, V= velocity
and without the necessity for any reference to the C_.=lift coefficient.
contents of the earlier ones. " From the Prandtl wing theory,
The author wishes to take th_ opportunity to Z_
express his appreciation of the many helpful suggestions D__- ._,qb,._ (2.6)
• _ and comments furnished by the members of the staff where,
--....._ of the(_uggen.hA_ Graduate School of Aeronautics, L=lift '
--aW-t_ ."_'_'titute of Technology. In addi- p= mass density of air
tion, ge_ff_._st_ l_is gratitude to the Army Air 1
Corps for-dat, a furm_hed, and to others who have if=2 pV_
given vahmb|e aid i_kthe preparation of this report, b, = effective span.
, The author :_dahe_ _ularly to express his apprecia-
tion o_ the _trlb_ti0_to the report in Section IIB For horizontal rectilinear flight, and angles of climb
furnished by'Dr. ClalJ_. Milhkan. for which the cosine of the angle is nearly unity, the
weight may be substituted for the lift. Hence,
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A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PERFOR_IANCE _r -_-_pV=_, i. . _2.7)
EQUATION
The fundamental equation of airplane perfornmnce Defining] as the equivalent parasite area:
form:maybe written ,n any consistent set of units in the Dp=qf=l oV_ (2.8)
where,
dh (t.hp,- t.hp,) A (2.1)d-_= W D,, p
a 17=. (2.9)W=_
If we deiine,
w h= A t.hp_ =,, rising speed"
h = altitude
t = time
t.hp_ = thrust horsepower available
t.hp, = thrust horsepower required
IV = weight
A = horsepower conversion factor; 550 in Ameri-
can units and 75 in metric units.
o o)
This definition of f is consistent with that used
abroad, and is desirable because of its essential physical
significance and freedom from constants. It differs
from the present American definition of J by the factor
1.28. In the American definition] is called the "equiv-
alent fiat plate area" and is defined by the equation
: D_=l.28q].
The sinking speed becomes then,
f 9 W 1
w,=_ -- V3+ "'"O W _'ob2 Y'"2 (2._0)
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It has generally been customary, to define b, as the where,
equivalent monoplane span kb, where k is Munk's span
f.u_tor and b is the largest individual span of a wing
eellule. This case corresponds to the ideal case in
which the lift distribution is elliptical over each wing
and the parasite drag coefticient is independent of CL
There is actually an increase in drag over this ideai
condition caused by int_rforence, variation of parasite,
and nonellipticaI lift distribution. It has been found
that the additional drag may well be represented by
a correction proportiom_l to CL _. The correction may,
therefore, be included in the induced drag term by
introducing therein a fa(.tor e, which is called the
"airpl,me efficiency f',tctor." Hence, we define,
b,_ = e (kb) -_
wherv, e = airphme efli(.ivncy factor
k = Munk's span factor
b =largest individual span of the wing celhfle.
The airplane el_iciency factor is quite fully discussed
in Section 1V. In view of this definition, equation
(2.10) becomes,
, 0 f 2IV 1
• _ p t:'",
Writing a = 2_ = relative air density,
PO
(2.10 )
where po =
standard air _lensity a_ sea level, and defining,
Xp=_j z¢ parasite loading (2.11)
') W 2 IV
h,= _poe(]cb_-oo_-_,_ o: effective span loading (2.11a)
so th,tt both X, and Xp have the dimensions of (ve-
locity) -_, we have from (2.10a),
u;_=a - (2.12)X_ aV"
/If we similarly'define,
1 IV 1 _V
X, - A b.hp_n,, = :-i Lhp,,
where,
t.hru_ t horsepower
loading, (2.13)
l_,, = design maximum velocity at sea level
b.hp,, = brake horsepower at V,,(¢ = 1)
_,_ = propulsive efficiency at V,,
t.hp_= thrust horsepower at V,,
Then,
t.hp_ t t.hp_(at V, a)
u,_=A [-V =X_ - t.hp_ (2.14)
(2.15)
5
T =t.hp. at velocity V (at sea level)
t.hp_ at V,,
V
= function of _-_,,
t.hp_ at altitude
• 1_ -- (.hi) at, -s-_- 1--_-e[ (at constant velocity V)
V
= function of a and _2_"
Substituting equations (2.12) and (2.15)in (2.4)we
get,
dh=lT, l,,_ V3 1 ),,
_ V" (2.16)
Since the propulsive uni_ characteristics T_ and T0
¢:are expressed in terms of , V_ will be introduced
explicitly in equation (2.16). Defining,
T
R, = i_ = dimensionless speed ratio, (2.17:).,
we have, , '_.'_." ,o
dh I _ _'\ V 3
.. _ aR, V,,
In order to bring out t_ 4 physical basis of this equa-
notethat t_I '1,=2"_":the.- _ _J; wl_ch thetion we
airplane .would rise if th, tltra_t ho_power i_q_fir_,, :_
for horizontal flight were zero? _h_ entire t.hl_ wua_-:: .... :"
then be used in lifting the _ vertically at. a speed ........
we might well call the-"des_m nsmg speed -_dt/_"
The symbols _ and _ will be used interchangeably
throughout this section. It is obvious that the actual
rate of climb will depend very-markedly on d)- a' so
it is natural to write the latter as a multiplieative factor.
In this way we ohtain,
' dh=at T'T°-¢Rd G V"_-_][_ l'_,_J (210)
(dth) -- 1X--_" (2.20)
In this form, the fimdamental performance equation
contains three design,parameters,
(dh) 1 X, X,M
. .d-t ,=X_' _ v"_' and -_,.
This is the same number with which we began (X,, X_,
X_), so that no obvious simplification has as yet been
attained. However, the explicit use of V,, and the
dimensionless speed ratio R, does actually lead to
considerable simplification and produces a new funda-
mental form of the performance equation. For con-
sider the conditions for V,,.
Then,
dh
,_=Ro--T,= T_.=- 1 'rod _it =l).
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E(lm, tion (2.19) then gives,
X_ V_ _ _ I \ ''\'
x; _. (2.2t)
• Sut)stituting this into equati,,n 2 I._,) we obtain,
X,X,
d!,=l [(T_T_-(TR/_,_ - (cr]¢- _R[)-I;_-_,,_" (2 90)tit Xt ' , "'-
Furthermore, h'om (2.21),
V,,= _'_: (1 .LX,',,._
- l',,, ] (2.23)
or_
V,, hp" (1 }.,,kt) ,._x,x, = x_,_ . l',,, _" (2.24)
.6
.5
.3
./
I ! i 1 ,
!
! . : i /]
i ! , ! t /i
i ! /!
Z I l
/i I ! ! I
I L _ L i
./ .2 .3 4 .5
A'
Xt Xt_,'3
FIGUI_It 1.---2_" as a ftlncti_u nf A'--
Vm
A' = X"Xc*'_
X/_ (2.25)
Now detining,
Equation (2.2-t) gives,
.t'- x_x,/_ _ x_ x, _,.
-v.,\ _'.,)
The relation between the ,linH,nsionless
(2.2a)
design
parameters A' and X, Xt
given bv this equation has
been plotted in Figure 1 and is used ,',mtinually in the
later calculations.
The fundamental performance equation (2.16)
has thus been materially simpliticd _ince, in the form
,ziven in (2.22), it contains only the two parameters
X; = t_/_ and V_ and the latter is _iven by equation
(2.26_ :is a definite f_,nction _)f _1,_*l'_mh_mental design
parameter :V.
equation (2.26),
performance equntion (2.22) as,
dh 1
dr=x, [(function(t) of _, R_)- (2.27)
(function (:) of _, R,) (function of A')I
where the term in the brackets is dimensionless.
The essential adv,mce in the present, theory lies in
the fact that it replaces the norma.lly 3-parameter
performance problem by two successive 2-parameter
ones. For V,, is first determined from (2.26) as a
function of A' and X, Xt, and all subsequent perform-
ance characteristics are then obtained from (2.27) in
terms of the design parameters X t and A'. Indeed all
dh
characteristics for which _ =0, e. g., absolute ceiling
and speed ratios at altitude, are given in terms of the
single parameter A'.
Schrenk and Helmbold (references 2 and 3) have
discovered the possibility of a reduction in the number
of parameters for the power-required portion of the
performance problem. However, they We no ana-
lytical discussion of the power-available problem.
Indeed, it wo_rld be rather difficult to introduce this
element into their analyses, since either the velocity
for maximum L/D or that for minimum power required
is taken as the fundamental velocity, instead of the
design maximum velocity which is used in the present
discussion. Driggs (reference 4) introduces analytical
expressions for the variation of power available which
are similar in nature to those here employed; however,
Driggs's analysis rests on somewhat arbitral- assump-
tions concerning the attitude of the airplane at which
the various performance characteristics occur. Fur-
thermore, in Driggs's papers, general characteristics
at altitude are not discussed. The reduction in the
number of design parameters from three to two is not
apparent and the fundament,d parameter A' does, not
appear explicitly. Hence, the new form of the per-
formance equations here presented is of some theoreti-
cal interest. It is also of practical importance, since it
leads to the construction of the simple charts developed
in this paper, and these in turn may be of considerable
assistance in working out actual performance problems.
R. PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PERFORMANCE
PARAMETER A' x
It is apparertt that the parameter A', which has been
unearthed and shown to have such importance by
the procedure outlined above, should have some
simple physical significance. In the attempt to dis-
cover what this physical interpretation may be, it will
be convenient to consider the sea-level characteristics
of what we shall call an "ideal airplane." This
In schematic form, and cmph)ying
we may rewrite the fundamental
This section (i[ B) was contributed by Dr. C. B. Millikan, of the California
Institute (,f Technology, aeronautics staff.
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will be defined as an airplane for which tile thrust
horsepower available is independent of speed no that
T,,= 1, and in connection with which the phenmnenon
of burbling does not occur. The latter requirement
implies that. the equivalent parasite area, its defined
above in Section II A, remains always constant, and
that the lift c_)dticient has an infinite maximum vahle.
In other words, an ideal airplane is one that obeys the
performance equation for all values of the velocity
1", and for which (at least at, sea level) t.hp== t..hpm.
The power-available and power-required curves for it
normal airphme and for the corresponding ideal air-
phme are indicated in Figure 2.
Let us consider the conditions for the sea
level horizontal flight of such an airplane, de-
noting the velocity for horizontal flight, t,y I'h. _
The conditions are,
. dD
_= T,,= T_= 1, dt =0, I'= R,V_= l'^.
Introducing these into the fundamentnl per- _Oc
formanee equation (2.19) we obtain an equation C
exactly analogous to (2.26), i. e.,
A' X, X_(1 _X_,X,) u3
= _ , v_ (2.2s)
For simplicity in writing we may express this __
in the form, _ tOO
X,Xt
A' = r(1 - I')va ; r =-_. (2.29)
For a given A' this is :t fourth degree expression
for r which is plotted in Figure 3 for positive
values of r and A'. There are two real and
two complex roots of this expression for the
range of values of A' which are of interest for o
the present problem. For a definite value of
A' (f()r example Ao' in fig. 3) the smaller of
these real roots (say re)) is obviously given by
I'ot = i_- since it c()rresponds to the largest value of
I" satisfying the se=). level horiz,mtal flight.condition.
th, nce, the portion of the curve between r=0 and
F =0.75 is identical with Figure 1. The larger of the
k,ht
two roots may tie written as Yo2-- i,--7_-" where l', is
the minimum vahie of V for the sea level horiz_mtal
flight of the ideal airphtne defined by the design para-
meter A,/. The velocity of Vo is indicated in Figure 2
and nmy be called the "ideal nfinimum speed." The
roi Io
ratio of the two -oots is _--oo2=i:_ and will be c,lled
"ideal speed ratio." Front Figure 3 it. is obvious that
tn every permissible vahle of -_i' there is a definite
value of the ideal speed ratio. The relation between
I In this section (II B) the subscript h represenls Imrizontal flight and do_s not
follow the convontion given in the Summary of Notations.
A' and V_ may be calculated numerically from equa-
tion (2.29). This has been done and the result plotted
in Figure 4. It should be noted that for practically
all norma.I airplanes X'< 0.15 so that in practice,
A' V_
= l,._ aI)pr°ximately" (2.30)
The significance of the panmleter A' is now apparent.
[t determines uniquely the "ideal speed rati_" af an
airplane lind for normal phmes is very nearly e(tual _o
this speed ratio. In attenlpting to vis!lalize ttw
effect of the ideal speed ratio on peHormance it is
Ivo [ I I i i, i 1 i i v,4/,
i/ i ,.h_;.ifr_ :'zoo_-- t i i _/17
{_ I i i l ! 7:..l.-4" I/}!
i I Actual t.hpo (ossuming 7"u = P?u ,""}._ iI
',/ I _ _ r , / I _ ,//_.
.,\ roto/,.'hp,l I I I I_" I ] ]111
, _ Ourb/,ng I i / [/I i I / /
;,,-'_ i i I I ." t ! ;// l:
', " I / l i ',
.,ill,./ , ,/A .
! \1 11,," It
, I I I I
', \ l Ib,,D,<,ol,.&.I/ I/I I'.
', I% l [| 1 1 , I / t I I____L.LIN, 't 11,2" A .I 7
, I N._. ', t "t-1"5 I y _o,-oai_ #.hp,.1
: I I\_ I IP_,,'o;_ ''''-®:
iv. I I I2"! I I I
tl I rIii
i t I ! L_i I,'#duced t. t_p_. ,'H"-!_2-g--b""Gi =i"'2
50 I00 150
Volocn'y, mpD.
FIovR_ 2.--Power curves for a normaI airplane and its associated "|deal airplane." Assumed mr-
plane eharllcteristics: X_=250,(1(;_: M='_()0; M=0.025; A'=(10523; lV-l,13(h'} Ih.; £'=_00 Sq. ft;
very instructive to draw a series of actual and "ideal"
power curves in which the span, parasite, and thrust
horsepower loadings are varied individually. This
procedure brings out very clearly the manner in which
the various ioadings affect the ide,ll speed rati,), amt
brings out the qmditative relation between the latter
and the actual performance chara(;teristics.
In addition to its intimate connection with the
ideal speed ratio, h' also has the property _)f uniquely
deterinining the speed ratios for maximum L/D and
minimum power required. It iv easy to show fi'om the
basic expression for sinking speed (see also Section VII)
that,
X, X, X_X, _i .VMe = (3A'a) _i and g-_ = (A '_) (2.317
where V_..=veh,dtv for mininium power required
and l'_=vel_wity for lm/ximum L/D, But since
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-V_ is a definite function of A', it follows that VMpV,_
and -i-_-_ are also definite functions of _V. These
relations have been calculated numerically and the
results included in Figure 4. It is worthy of note that
for A'=0.4725 the velocity for minimum power re-
quired (V_p), the ideal minimum velocity .(Vo),
and the design maximum velocity (V,,), all coincide.
Hence, an airplane for which A' = 0.4725 could not
leave the ground at sea level. This definite limit for
the fundamental design parameter A' is one of the
most interesting theoretical results brought out by
the analysis of the present paper.
.E
.4
I!
.... o. 5
.I
/
// ,, \
iir_ T
II
.a ' .2 ' .i ' .e I0 LO
FI_URZ 3.--Plot of the fourth degree relation connecting A' and I"
C. GENRRAL FORMULAS FOR VARIOUS PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS
Equations for the various performance character-
istics of an airplane may be developed from the funda-
mental performance equation (2.22) and equation
(2.26) for A' through the introduction of the appro-
priate special conditions governing each characteristic.
The general formulas for the more important per-
formance characteristics are given in this section.
These formulas are expressed in American engineer-
ing units in Section V. The effects of deanna load on
the tail and inclination of the thrust a.,ds are there
numerically discussed.
Maximum velocity at sea level.--The two important
forms of the maximum velocity equation have been
developed earlier in the paper in equations (2.24) and
(2.25) and are here rewritten for continuity, "
'^.in(1 k,: )v [2.32)
X,X,=,' 1- V,_/ (2.33)
Equation (2.33) is plotted in Figttre I. This tigure
is used in obtaining A' from X,___X,throughout the report,
m
since the equations to be developed express perform-
X.,Xt
ance in terms of 17 and it is more desirable that the
final results be given in terms of .V.
Maximum velocity at altitude._The condition for
dh
maximum velocity at altitude is _=0. Introducing
this condition equation (2.22) gives,
X, X, T_ T° _ R,_-_ R,,,* (2.34)
I', 1 - o_ R,_
I
/.0 -- Ronqe of--
•---r)orrno/---->
oir p Iota e
?
.8
0
o
/.S
.e ; I
jJ
0 .1 ._
A"
I/
v./
v,,,..:. / f
/
/
/
i
•3 .4 ._
FIGUR ! 4,--Imi>ortant speed ratios as functions of A'. T,'.=design
maximum velocity; Vo-idoal minimum velocity; V_P--velocity for
L, V,
minimurnpower required; V_o-velocity for maximum _, -V-_-
Ideal speed ratio
where,
V maxi,mum at altitude V,,
v maxmmm at sea level = _-_,-" (2.35)
Substituting equation (2.34) in equation (2.26), we get,
T_ T, _ R,,,-o _ R,,_
1 - _ R,._
(2.36)
(I_ T. Ti a R.,,,-o_ R,,,')]_.
Equation (2.36) is the general tormula for A' in
terms of _ and R,,,. The substitution indicated for
obtaining equation (2.36) from (2.34) is readily per-
formed graphically from Figure 1, which gives A' as a
function of X_X_
-v2"
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It is seen then, that for any general type of airplene,
i. e., for any specific functions T, and T,, R,,, is given
as a function of # (corresponding to altitude) and A'.
The maximumvelocity at altitude V,_ _ is then obtained
from the maximum velocity at sea level and Ro,,
according to equation (2.35).
Equation (2.36) has been plotted in Figure 5 for par-
tlcular functions T_ and T, corresponding to "normal
present-day propulsive traits" with unsupercharged
engines to show the nature of the dependence of R,,_
on A' and altitude (a).
Maximum rate of climb at any altitude; speed for
maximum climb.--The speed at which ma_mum rate
dh
of climb occurs is obtained by differentiating _-_ with
?.O
.O
.6
.4
.,7
y, l
_ (-4ooo it.
\ _"',o, ooo ,t.
V,2fo,ooo _t.
0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5
A'
FIovaz 5.--R,. as a function of M and altitude (_)
respect to R, and equating to zero. The rate of
climb at this speed, hence the maximum rate of climb
is obtained by incorporating the above result in the
equation for rate of climb. Differentiating equation
(2.22) with respect to R, and equating to zero,
b dh I F{'i)T_T, )OR, dt _ L\ bR,: 3aR"2
_._(;_,X, 1 3aRo2)]ffi0
_rR_e2
1 [-(b T.T. 3 #:R, 4)=_R--_,2X,L\ 5R,, aR'°2-
where,
(2.37)
(2.3s)
X,X, (1+3_R, 4)1= 0
Speed for maximum climb at any altitude
Maximum velocity at sea level
bT_T, b(T,,T,)
at R_ (# constant) (2.39)OR,, bR_
88258--32--2
9
whence,
X_),, -#R,/ O T_ T,+3o _R0_ _b R,¢ (2.40)
V., 1 -I-3 0.2 R,/
Substituting equation (2.40) in equations (2.22) and
2.26),
X, C_ffi (T_ T, _R,-
T,, T0_r 3 -]
-a Ro/ -_-/_-_- ' o_ R_/
(1 -a 2 R,/) i-_5 _ R_ J (2.41)
where, Ch = maximum rate of climb.
1,O
.0
(
_m
R'e ?
.4
.2
0
.) i i l _:
./ 2 .3 .4 .5
A'
FIGURE 6.--Rtg as a function of A' and altitude (_)
_a R% 2 b T_ T,+3 o_R, /
A'= 5 R,¢ (2.42)
1 +3 a '_R0¢_
(1- -a R,/ bT'bR_T_+3°_R°_') _/"
1 +3 o_ R0¢ _
The substitution of _he equation (2.40) in equation
equation (2.26) to obtain 3,' is most readily performed
graphically by means of Figure 1, instead of analyt-
ically as has been done in obtaining equation (2.42).
Assuming the "normal propulsive unit" expressions
for T, and T, which were used in obtaining Figure 5,
equation (2.42) has been plotted in Figure 6. Equa-
tion (2.41), when combined with the results expressed
in this figure, gives k_ C_ as a function of A' and
a, and this relation has been plotted in Figure 7.
These two figures indicate clearly the nature of the
dependence of R,_ and X_ CA on an airplane's design
characteristics (A') and on altitude, and hence lead to
a very rapid determination of the speed for best climb
and the maximum rate of climb of the airplane at any
altitude.
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Maximum rate of climb at sea level is the special
case of maximum rate of climb at altitude for which
a = 1 and T= = 1. The general statements made in the
preceding paragraphs concerning maximum rate of
climb at any altitude apply to the maximum rate of
climb at sea level.
Absolute ceiling; speed at absolute eeiling.--At
absolute ceiling, the maximum rate of climb is zero.
Therefore, putting C_=O in equation (2.41), we get,
1 - a,t:R,n 4
T=T,,TuR, s - ad_R,H _
1 + 3¢zt2Rvs_
bR_a + 3au2R,u 4
.3
.2
\
0 ./
wllere,
\
¢.
.2 .5-
\
\
.3 .4
A'
FIGURE 7.--:k, Ca 8_ a function of A' and altitude (_,)
(2.43)
Velocity at absolute ceiling (2.44)
R'H= Maximum velocity at sea level
aR=relative density at absolute ceiling. (2.45)
Cross multiplying, collecting terms, and dividing
throughout bY a_R_u,
T=T_(1 + 3_2R,u ') + R_ _
(2.46)
(1 - an2R_.u_)-4auR_.u 3= 0.
Equation (2.46) shows that for any general type of
propulsive unit, R,_ (the speed ratio at absolute ceil-
ing) is a function of a_t (corresponding to altitude at
absolute ceiling). Putting_=0 and z=aH in equa-
tion (2.22), and replacing Rv by the value of R, n
given by equation (2.46), we get,
X_ t _ T_ T.z nR, u- __,2R°u4
-- .... (2.47)
and,
ors Rvu 4A'= T_T°anR,,- _"
1 -- o'lt2ReH 4
(2.48)
(I - T_T, auR,, - aa2R_,"_.
\ 1 - ¢u2R_n _ ]
Equation (2.48) gives A' as a function of absolute
ceiling, since R, u is a function of absolute ceiling by
equation (2.46). The value of R,u corresponding to
any an must be found by a trial and error solution of
equation (2.46). A' is then determined from these
corresponding values of R,n and an. Therefore, by
means of equations (2.46) and (2.48), absolute ceiling
is obtained as a function of A' for any general type of
propulsive unit.
I.O
.4
.2
t ,
o /qooo _o, ooo 3o_ooo 4qooo 5o, ooo
1], Absolute ¢"_d_nq, ft.
FIGURE 8.--R,li a8 a function of absolute ceiling
Equation (2.48) is best solved _aphically from
equation (2.47) by means of Figure 1. The solution
of equation (2.46) by trial and error is not particularly
difficult when T_ and T, are specified, i. e., the type of
propulsive unit is specified. The solution then applies
to all aiplanes similarly equipped. Equation (2.46)
has been plotted in Figure 8 assuming the "normal
propulsive unit" mentioned above. The results
given in this figure have been combined _-ith equation
(2.48) and the results plotted in Figure 9. These
curves indicate the nature of the dependence of abso-
lute ceiling on the airplane parameter A' and of the
speed ratio at absolute ceiling on the ceiling altitude.
Absolute ceiling as a function of A' may be com-
pletely solved graphically from the maximum-rate-of-
climb-at-altitude charts. At any altitude, the value of
A' at which the maximum rate of climb becomes zero
is the vahle of A' for absolute ceiling at that altitude.
(See figs. 7 and 9.) It is suggested, therefore, that
when curves for ma.,dmum rate of climb have been
calculated, absolute ceiling as a function of A' may be
obtained most easily in this manner.
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Service eeiling.--By definition, scrvice ceiling is the
altitude at which the maximum rate of climb has a
certain constant value Ch,. The c(tuations for service
ceiling are, therefore, equations (2.4l) and (2.42) for
maximum rate of climb at altit_,le in which the sub-
stitution Ch = Ch, is made.
Service ceiling as a function of A' and X, may most
readily be solved graphically from charts for maximum
rate of climb at altitude. At _my altitude, the value
of A' at which the maximum r'_te of climb becomes
Ch,X_ is the value of A' for service ceiling at that
altitude. For any value of _,_then, service ceiling may
be plotted as a function of A'. A family of curves for
a range of X/s covering all normal values may be
plotted in this manner, thereby giving service ceiling
as a function of ,t' and X,. Figure 10 has been pre-
pared in this way for the "normal propulsive unit"
used above.
so,ooo
¢0, 000
\
_ ooo
\
\
\
/o,ooo "_
.-...
0 .1 .2 .3 .4. .5
A"
FIounz 9.--Absolute ceiling as a function of A'
lKinimum time to climb to any altitude._The time
required to climb through an infinitesimal change in
dt dh
altitude dh is _-_ dh where _- is the rate of climb. The
1
minimum time required may be expressed by_--_dh,
since Ch has been defined as the maximum rate of
climb at the altitude considered. In order to find the
minimum time required to climb from one altitude
h, to a second altitude h2, the above expression must
be integrated between the limits h, and h2. Then,
T= F A' _-h dh (2.49)JA,
where T= the minimum time reqldred to climb from
altitude h, to altitude h,.
The equations and charts for maximum rate of
climb have expressed the results in terms of XtCh and
not simply C_. Equation (2.4!_) must be divided
throughout by X, in order that the integration may be
performed in terms Of XtC_.
T (h,
-x-,= Jr,, x,_ dh (2.50)
Equation (2.50) shows the method by which time
to climb must be determined. For any values of £'
1
a curve giving _ against altitude is plotted. The
integration of this curve between the desired altitudes
T according toleads to the corresponding values of
equation (2.50). This procedure is repeated for
several values of A'. In this manner a chart is
T
obtained giving _, as a function of i' and altitude.
The integration indicated above must be performed
graphically, by Simpson's Rule or some sipfilar method.
General time-required-to-climb curv._s may be
obtained in this manner for any general type of air-
craft propulsive unit. Such carves are based on the
0
'. L , .L
actual rates of climb at altitude as determined by the
fundamental equations for maximum rate of climb at
altitude. The results obtained therefore have the
same accuracy as the maximum rate of climb results.
The complete integration need be performed only
once for each general type of propulsive unit. Time
to climb for airplanes having this type of propulsive
unit may then be immediately obtained from the
general chart. Figure 11, based on the "normal pro-
pulsive unit," shows the type of relation obtained
between time to climb T, airplane design characteris-
tics A' and M, and altitude attained in time I'.
IH. VARIATION OF PERFORMANCE WITH A CHANGE
OF PARAMETERS
One of the greatest advantages of the formulas and
resulting charts is the explicit manner in which the
dependence of each performance characteristic of the
airplane upon its various parameters i_ shown. The
variation of performance with each parameter of the
airplane may easily be seen. Thus the particular
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parameter that need be changed and the amount of
change that will be necessary when a certain variation
of performance is desired, consequently the particular
detail of the airplane that need be changed, is readily
determined. The parameter that is most effective in
producing the desired change in performance is not
necessarily the parameter that is most economically
altered. Through the formulas and charts developed
here, the _relativ_ merits anti effectiveness of each
parameter in producing the desh'ed change in perform-
ance may:b_ weighed. The designer is thus given a
eoo,ooo
160 . - --
,ti
/2o, _ ---
t_. f
,//
/
. 7
T
A,
j"
.4 ..6"
-_ _ ......... ,: =
................... ?,"
direct tool for making changes to fit his particular
requirements.
The algebraic formulas of Section II and the accom-
panying curves are here used to develop simplified
expressions which show explicitly the dependence of
performance upon the parameters. These expressions
may be used in combination _4th general performance
curves for any type of propulsive unit to construct
charts giving the change of the various performance
characteristics resulting from a per cent change in the
parameters: Weight, design thrust horsepower avail-
able, effective span, and equivalent parasite area.
1 dV,_ df =
V,,,df
Thus for reasonably small percentage changes in tL,,
parameters, the variation in performance is found by
multiplying the change due to 1 per cent bv ;I_,_
percentage change. Such curves have been drawn fi,r
airplanes equipped with unsupercharged engines a1:d
present-day metal propellers. The curves are sh(,v:n
in Figure 37 and their use described in Section V].
Variation of maximum velocity at sea level.--Fr,,m
equation (2.23),
V,,,] " (:].1)
All symbols are defined in Section II and in the Sum-
mary of Notation. The effect of the variation of the
second parentheses upon maximum velocity is smutl,
so to a first approximation we may take,
", -- K(k)' = 0.98 (k)' = 75.8 (_) '. _._)
Equation (3.2) may be used to obtain maximum ve-
locity within 1 or 2 per cent accuracy. The constant
V_a
0.08 has been obtained by using a mean k-_,= 15
which corresponds to a A' of about 0.06 (an average
observation airplane).
We are well justified in substituting equation (3.2)
for V_ in the term containing V_ on the right-hand side
of equation (3.1). Thus for an explicit and accurate
expression for maximum velocity at sea level,
(Xp_ _ .02A,) _ = t.hp_ _
1--0.006419 W2 f_ "_.t.hp=nb, 2]
Where great accuracy is desired equation (3.4) should
be used.
In order to find the variation of maximum veh)city
with the parameters of the airplane, V,, from equation
(3.4) is differentiated with respect to each of the vari-
ous parameters as a partial differentiation. Differen-
tiating with respect to f, and dividing by V,_, we get,
1 0.006419 IV2/-_ "_(-3 t.hpm" b, 2]
1 t.hp,,_(l_O.O064 l'I'_/_ \_ 1/'t.hp='_ _
1-0.006419 t.hp=_ b_}
7. o/t hp=\ _/ |'l:_J _ "_U
(3.5)
d V,,,'_ [ 11 l(--ll'02A'y_q (3.6)
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whence for the percentage variation of I'_ with respect
to a certain percentage variation off,
1 1 -1.o2.:'
Similarly for the variation with t.hp=,
'_ {1 4 _1.02.l' "_dt.h_pm _dt.hpm
--_/t.hp==\3 4 9 1 - 1.02A'] t.hpr_ =/_t.-h_ ' (2.S)
For variation with IV,
dV,) 2 _1.0_2_A' "_ dW dW( (3.9)
_-_,w--\- _ i_ I.,)2A,j -W = v_V"
For variation with b,,
dI_'_ {2 1.07:__' "_db,_ db,
V_/b,=\3 1-1.02A'} b, -v -b_" (3.10)
It should be noted that the pseudoconstants a, fl, -v,
and v are functions of A' and A' is a fimction of each
parameter. The percentage variations must be plotted
against A'.
The variation of maximum velocity at sea level with
a change in any parameter is readily determined from
equations (3.7) to (3.10). These equations give a
method of good precision for finding theeffect of a
change in any parameter on maximupl velocity. If
the change in the parameter causes considerable
change in A', tile value of the pseudoconstant a, fl, or
3' corresponding to a mean A' should be used. This
practice is seldom necessary. It is generally suffi-
ciently accurate to multiply the variation due to a 1
per cent change in the parameter by the percentage
change in the parameter. The curve for variation of
V,_ is plotted in Figure 12, and is indicative of the
general nature of the variation curves developed in
this section.
Variation of maximum rate of climb at sea level._
The variation of X_C_ with A' at sea level is very ap-
proximately a straight line, as may be seen in Figure
7. At any A', assuming the straight line variation and
denoting Ch at sea level by Co, we have
where,
Then,
X_Co= B-DA' (3.11)
B = X,C, at A' = 0
-- D = slope.
R
Co = _D_=B,__D, W] )_W t.hp _b, 2. (3.12)
Differentiating with respect to each parameter and
dividing by Co in order to find the percentage varia-
tion of Co, we get, for variation of Co with _,
-B't'hP= D' f'_
1 dC ..... H ''_ t.hp_"_b/
0o H-ff.a. = B't'hp_ D' _l/y_ dlV(3.13)
W t.hp_b/
dCo "_ _l/ , B-DA"_dW_
-C-o-.]w-\ B-DA' / W-
Similarly for wlriation with t.hp=,
dC_'_ _f B _- !?DM" _ at&p=
Co/t.hp_-\ B-DA' ] --_.hp=
For variation widl b,,
/.0
d W
dt.hp_
{dCo'_ _( 2DA' _ 6tdb°
.... \ ---_77\Co /_, ,B-D A ] b° = --6_,"
J
13
(3.14)
(3A5)
(3.16)
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FI(_uR_ 12.--Per cent chan_e in maximum velocity due to 1 per cent (+ 1
per cent) change in parameter
For variation with/,
Co ],-\B-D3.']/--t_. (3.17)
Equations (3.14) to (3.17) furnish an excellent means
of determining the variations of max-imum rate of
climb at sea level with a change in the various para-
meters. The pseudoconstants are functions of A' and
also depend on the type of propulsive unit (T_ and
T,). Their numerical values have been determined
for the specific type of propulsive unit considered in
Sections V and VI, and the corresponding curves are
plotted in Figure 37.
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A similar analysis may be used to give the variation
of maximum rate of climb at any altitude with a
change in parameters.
Variation of absolute ceiling.--For small variations
of Ap, i. e., for airplanes of the same type, the variation
H with A' may be assumed to be linear. Then,
H-- F- GA' (3.18)
where - G-- slope
and
dH=( -GA' _dA'
H \F-GA']-:_" (3.19)
Differentiating A' with respect to the various param-
eters, we get for the various equations of variation,
dH_ _/'Z2GA"_dW . dW
H )w - \F- G.CJ W = - t_v--W- (3.20)
d_H_ =/" riGA' \dt.hp,a _ dt.hpm
-H-Jt.hp_ k,F--ZG-ATA') t--_--p_ --av t.hp, (3.21)
(dH =( 2a. ' " db.=6yah.
H )_, \F- GA'] b, b, (3.22)
_( -  aA"\d/
-ffi ]/- k,_ ) -f"ffi - v,djf " (3.23)
Equations (3.20) to (3.23) may be"used to find the
variation of absolute ceiling due to a variation in. the
parameters, and show the relative effect of a variation
--in-each. The numerical values of the pseudocon'
stants are given in Figure 37 in the same manner as
has been done for the constants of the preceding
paragraph.
Variation of time to climb to altitude.--Considering
the variation of_with A" to be linear for a small range
F'lr?
of variation of A', we obtain, as in the previous analysis
w
for maximum rate of climb, the equations of variation
for time to climb.
(dT _dW
T ]w- W (3.24)
(dT_ dt.hp=
T ]_= -y t.hpm (3.25)
dT) _ _6zdb,
--T_.= b, (3.26)
(dT 
T )r- _" (3.27)
The values of the pseudoconstants x, -y, -6z, and z
have been determined for the time to climb to 5,000
and 10,000 feet for the type of propulsive unit con-
sidered in Sections V and VI, and the results indicated
in Figure 37.
Variation of the major parameter of performance,
A'._The variation of A' with the various parameters
"N
of the airplane is readily determined by the use of
equation (2.25) for A' given in Section II,
2_ 1 Wy_
7r A_po_4t.hpffinb°2
(3.28)
A' 1 W_¢_
= 0.5055 A np o_ t.hp=nb, _- (3.29)
The variation equations are,
dW
A /w = 2 _ (3.30)
(d.t% _ 1dj
--XT-]f -_ y (3.31)
2 db.(%,.--
'_ _ 4 dt.hp_.
A' ]t.hp=- 3 t.hp= (3.33)
It is notable that all variations that tend to decrease
performance cause an increase in A'. Hence an
increase in A' is accompanied by a decrease in per-
formance of the airplane.
IV. INVESTIGATION OF FULL-SCALE DATA-
The general fundamental performance formulas
have been developed in Sections II and III. For the
application of these formulas to any general type of
airplane, the flmctions T, and T, (.see equation (2.15)),
must be expressed analytically, or graphically as
functions of R, and a. The best value of the efficiency
factor e (equation (2.11a)) for any type airplane must.
be determined. This section deals briefly with an
investigation of full-scale data for determining these
characteristics.
Brake horsepower variation with r. p. m.--Modern
airplane engines quite generally have their rated
brake horsepower occurring at an r. p. m. which "is
less tban 80 per cent of the r. p. m. at which the peak
brake horsepower occurs. From an investigation of a
number of brake horsepower curves, it has been found
that below the rated horsepower, the variation of
brake horsepower with r. p. m. is well represented by
the simple relation,
b.hp=K×r, p.m. (4.0)
where K is a constant depending upon the particular
engine, or
b. hp r.p.m. (4.0a)b. hp_ffir, p. m.=
where subscript m denotes rated. This variation has
been suggested by Diehl for use with modern engines.
(Reference 5.)
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In all calculations to follow requiring the variation
of brake horsepower with r. p. m. a general linear
variation corresponding to the equation (4.0a) is used.
The general performance charts presented at the end
of the report, which are developed for modern air-
planes with fixed-pitch metal propellers, are based
on the linear variation of brake horse-
power with r. p. m. (below the rated
maximum r. p. m.)
Fixed.pitch metal propeller data.--
The fixed-pitch metal propeller (ad-
justable on the ground) is the type
that is most in use at the present; so
the following discussion applies in
particular to this type. National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Technical Report No. 306 (reference
6) presents complete full-scale charac-
teristics of Navy propeller No. 4412.
In a subsequent report concerning an
investigation of five metal propellers
(reference 7), it may be seen that the
change in characteristics for the var-
ious propel!ers is small. Owing to
the fact that the characteristics of
any propeller change with the type ¢.a
_installation, it is felt that the charac- *
teritsics of Navy propeller No. 44!2
m_y well be taken as the general rep- /.o
resentative of all fixed-pitch metal
propellers. Efficiencies given are pro-
pulsive effieieneies and are of great .o
value in determining performance as v
a mean slip-stream and a mean cowl- _'_
ing effect are thus included, t.
Figure 13 has been plotted directly
from data of National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics Technical Re-
port No. 306. The proper propeller
diameter and setting for any airplane
and engine combination is found by
use of this chart. The airplane and
engine c_mbinatiou determines a
particularvalue of the coefficient
.V
C,, from which is found the_ D
ratio corresponding to the "Best
performaucepropeller"orthe "Peak
efficiencypropeller"as desired. The coefficientis
definedby,
p_V 0.638 m. p.h. (4.1)C, = (550 b. hp)_ x N_ = b. hp_ r. p. m._
(at sea level)
and J= V/,_rD is defined by,
V 88 m. p. h.
J=_=r. p.m. xD (4.2)
where,
D= diameter in ft.
N=revolutions per second of propeller
V= velocity in ft./see.
"_.,t /
, ///,y
g
0
(A chart for the solution of C, is given in Fig_,re 26.)
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FIO_R_ 13.--PrupeUercharacteristicsof Navy metal propeller No. 4412. (NationalAdvisory Committee for
AeronauticsTechnicalReport No. 30_.) Propellerset[orbestperformanceand peak efllc[encyareindicated
Assuming that the ma.dmum rate of climb of an
airplaneoccursat Ro,'0.625, which has been found
from Army flighttestdata to be a good mean value,
an investigationhas been made to determineat what
positionon the propeller-efficiencycurve maximum
velocityshouldoccur inorderthat the airplanemight
have the maximum possiblerateofclin_b.The results
areclearlysetforthin Figures14a and 14b; theresults
are plotted in terms of C, and • It is we_l known
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that for maxinmm possible velocity tile pi'._,peller
should be set so that I"_x occurs on the enveI,,pe of i
the efliciency versus C, curves. The ratio, _!,-l_e_ (
at which this occurs is represented by the curve
labeled "FOR MAXIMUM VEI.OCITY." Obvi-
ously with I_.x set on the peak of the etticicncy curve,
C, at V_
C, peak =1'00; this line is designated "PEAK
PROPELI,ER." The setting of the propeller at _.',_
in order that maximunt possible rate of climb be :tt-
tained is represented by the curve labeled "FOR
MAXIMUM CLIMB." This curve discloses the very
interesting and fortunate fact that the propeller should
be set at approximately the same setting both for the
attainment of maximum possible velocity and climb.
Thus a propeller for which maximum velocity occurs
at-tile penk produces b,th a lower maximum velocity
is generally less than 5 per cent. Charts are later
developed for both propeller settings.
An investigation of the propeller settings on a
number of airphmes by the method of the decrease
in r. p. m. at speed for maximum rate of climb from
r. p. m. at l',n has been made. The results are plotted
in i:igure 15. Curves have been drawn showing the
decrease, in r. p. m. to be expected for a propeller set
ior BEST PERFORMANCE and for a propeller set
on _he PEAK EFFICIENCY, for values of R, from
0.55 to 0.70. The speeds for maximdm rate of climb
of all the airplanes invest_ated lie within these limits
of R_. The decrease in r. p. m. at speed for maximum
rate of climb has been calculated from Army flight
tests of more than 50 airplanes, amt these points have
been ph)tted on the same figure. This figure sho_s
very strikingly that the propeller settings of all the
airplanes correspond to no one ease; however, the
/.o _ [ t r -_
"Pe_k p_opeller _ I
L4(I I I I
_f ,-- /
! ; ""t_e_r ;e 0 .ngonceprope let"
.8 t ,
o .2 .4 .6 .8 zo /.2
FIGURE t4a.--Comparison of propeller settings at V... for obtaining best maximum
climb, best maximtlm velocity, and propeller set on peak efficiency
and a lower maximum rate of climb than a propeller
._et for maximum possible velocity. This result follows
from the fact that for a maximum velocity propeller
the decrease in the r. p. m. at full throttle with a
decrease in veloeity is not so gre.lt as in the case of
the peal< pr,.)peller. Consequently at any velocity the
brake horsepower available is greater; and as the
efficiency holds lip well, the thrust horsepower available
is greater for the maximum velocity propeller than for
the peak pr_,tw!ler. The only redeeming feature of
the peak propeller lies in its more favorable take-off
characteristics.
It is therefore concluded that for maximum possible
all-around perfm'm'mee in the air, a metal fixed-pitch
propeller shouhl h:we the setting corresponding to the
envelope of the efficiency curve against C .... \ pro-
])eller haxqng this setting is called "BEST PER-
FORMANCE I'ROPELLER" throughout this report;
the propeller set on its peak elTieiency is called
"PEAK E :" ( '_ " TM " "
_l ,' I _ .EN( _/ PROPELLER Th,, pro-
peller setting is not critie:ll however, since til,, dill'er-
ence in maximmq rate of climb between t},,, iv,,,cases
,.o!
.9
i
¢j.9
\
_.7
.6
0
FnrI
/ X Fo.-mox,'.,_,_
mo,_.clD'nb. I" / "velocity
_Best perforrnomce
propefler
/
i
2.O.4 .8 1.2 LE
C,. = c. o t V,,
F[6t'Itz 14b.--Comparison of propeller settings at V... for obtaining best max-
imum climb, best m_ximur_ velocity, and propeller set on peak elficiency
grouping taken en masse seems to center about and
along the BEST PERFORMANCE PROPELLER.
Propeller efficiency at maximum veloeity.--Curves
have been drawn from which the propulsive efficiency
at maxinmm velocity V,, corresponding to the BEST
PERFORMANCE PROPELLER and PEAK
EFFICIENCY PROPELLER may be fm,nd. (Refer-
ence 6.) These curves are Wen in Figures 16a and
16b, which _ve the efficiencies against ._=7)_ and C
respectively. The subscript m denotes at design
maximum velocity. The curves in Figure 16b are to
be preferred in general, since for any one airplane and
en_ne the value of the coefficient C,,_ is very approx-
imately constant, hence the relative efficiencies of the
two cases are readily seen. For the same airplamt
and engine combination, the q:_is different for the
two cases since the diameter is different. Since C, m
is essentially a parameter of the airplane, whereas
:VD _s a compound parameter of the airpl'lne :rod the
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propeller, it is recommended that the parameter C_
be used almost exclusively in considerations of airplane
performance.
A few remarks follow on the choice of a propulsive
efficiency to be used in computing performance.
d
(2) For every 10 per cent increase in -_ above 0.40
decrease propulsive efficiency 1 per cent.
(3) For pointed narrow engine cowling, decrease
propulsive efficiency from 0 to 2 per cent.
1.0 \- tl
=2
E
tl
E
\',
\',
ii.
0
=5
.60
II
_.soo
"" • I
_ XLB-2 ,A/-C
VP-B'
\ -.LJ-.-F- " __ xP-7
"t<-o-_. I ^__"_, I
• ,_r-3.,I. % "-'_'.,'_,',_.-..,..l
I _'T_" -s_._,v.P_-soo-_l,,_',_.
xo-_7c-aA %.r_-Jl\ i i'_'_,_^ l
Peok propelleF, R==O. 70-'-_ [ I , _-m T_ _ I _
______A____L_ L _ 1_ _J_ $._ Ar-_al 1_ _. I _ C
: I , xA-4_ | _- -_ -_ .
!,LJ bJ L j 0:',x'\FlFl; °-- - -- =o._.E_-_,Y........... - .... r ..... ,._
f,: i:l:f ...... ......,:q
./
-%% --_,__
.2 .3 .4 ._ .e .7 .e .9 /.0(V/ND) o_ v,,
Flot_ 15.--Curve for [nv_t_gatlon of tYPe prop_ll_ setting of variou_ _2rplanes from flight test
J
/
f •
/
/
- _st perforrnor_e ond
.2 4 .6 .8 LO L_
v v(;--,j:(_)o,_
FIOgn l_.--Ptopukive e_l_ea¢/at V== u a ftmct[oo of (_).
(I) For modern 2-blade metal propellers with nor-
real engine cowling, and where-_ (the ratio of engine
diameter to propeller diameter) is approximately 0.40,
use propulsive efficiencies obtained from Figures 16a,
16b, or, better, Figure 27.
88258---32--3;
/.2
80
3 /
Besf performomce propel/er"
"1 I
•",A.-.,4,.---- -
!
/
,t I
Peok efficiency _r-o_eller-
, I. 1, ]_[I,
.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 ,2.5
c, _ v_ = c,_
lezoUll 18b.--Itr_pul_ve efficiency at Y'_u as a function of C',.
(4) For National AS.visory Committee for Aeronau-
tics cowling increase from 1 to 2 per cent.
(5) For unfavorable body shapes and cowlings,
decrease from 0 to 5 per cent.
(6) If tip speed is _eater than [,020 feet per second
apply tip-speed correction. (Apply only at Tin=,,,
reference 8.)
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(7) For 3-blade propeUers decrease 3 per cent.
The above results are obtained from references 6, 7,
8, and 9.
Variation of r. p. m. with speed.--The variation of
r. p. m. with velocity has been calculated both for the
BEST PERFORMANCE PROPELLER at several
se_tings and ior the PEAK EFFICIENCY PRO-
PELLER. The 19.5 ° setting has been taken as repre-
J,
¢ _.s_ /a5 "± /.e' ._
235"/ /"6] s"
.80 "-'1
o .2 .4 .6
R, - r_
FIGua]g 17.--Variation of full-throttle r. p. m. with velocity. Best
performance propeller
V,,,i2--0
.8 I.O
sentative of the general peak efficiency curve. The
curves are plotted in Fi_o_tres 17 and 19, respectively.
Each setting corresponds to a definite O,_ and v_ for
the BEST PERFORMANCE PROPELLER, as
indicated; the curve for PEAK EFFICIENCY PRO-
PELI_,R is general for all values of 0,=."
VariatJjn of r. p. m. with altitude" (constant veloc-
ity).--T_e variation of r. p. m. with altitude has been
es.5"
._(_
2zs:c_=zo...,,/,_/" %d.o"r_-o.9
,o /
/
f.2o
/
0
.2 4 .6 .8 /.0
V
Fie_z 18.--Variation of full-throttle thrust horsepower available
with velocity. Best performance propeller
calculated for the cases of BEST PERFORMANCE
PROPELLER indicated on the curves in Figure 21.
The calculations have been made on the basis of the
expression for C, at altitude. (Reference 6.)
C,_ ---c_O,o (4.3)
where
C, h--C, at altitude
C,, = C, at sea level.
The effects of changes in R, and propeller setting on
t.hp= variation with altitude were found to be so
small that no further computation of other cases was
necessary• The computed variation of r. p. m. with
altitude, using the full-scale propeller data, gives good
agreement with the variation found in flight test by
the Army.
Variation of thrust horsepower available with
speed.--Using the linear variation of brake horsepower
/,_ i , i i i
/9.5 " 0f 0. 75 tip r_d/us , it_
°80 _
0 ._ .4l ._ .0 /.0
V
R,=g_
FIGURZ 19.--Variation of fttU-throttle r. p. m. with velocity. Peak
efficiency propeller
with r. p. m. as has been found most representative
of modem engines, the variation of r. p. m. as given
in Figures 17 and 19, and the propeller curves in Fig-
ure 13, the variation of thrust horsepower with speed
has been calculated for all cases of the BEST PER-
FORMANCE PROPELLER and for the general case
of the PEAK EFFICIENCY PROPELLER. The
results are to be found in Figures 18 and 20, respec-
tively,
/.00
.80
.20
/
0
/
.60
4O
/
1 /
All /I/
/
/
.2 .4 .6 .8 /.0
R,,--p-V
FIGURE26.--Variation of full-throttle thrust horsepower available with
velocity. Peak efficiency propeller
V
It has been found that for values of Ro = _ greater
than 0.5, T, (the ratio of thrust horsepower at velocity
V to that at V=) may, for the variations according
to Figures 18 and 20, well be represented by a function
of R, of the type:
T, -: R, '_ (4.4)
The quality of the representation may be seen by the
accompanying table.
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TABLE I
I
Peak emciencyl
Best performance propeller propeller__
15.5 ° 19.5 a 23. 5° 27.5° All.Setting
C,,
R''I'_8 _
0:20
0.90
0.45
T, T,-
fig. R..u
18
1.00 1.00
•868 .8_5
•716 .717
•534 .5_0
•302 .351
0 0
1.20 1.60
0.65 0._
7", T.-- 2", T,--
fig. R, .61 fig. R,."
18 18
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
•873 .S73 .884 .884
•732 .733 .757 .7_
•546 .571 .577 .60_
.308 .375 .297 .414
0 0 0 0
_.00
I.10
7', T,--
fig. J_.n
18
I.C0 1.00
.878 . 884
.701 .7M
590 .64)6
288 . 414
k0 0
AlL
Y. 7'.-
fig. R..u
20
1.00 1.00
.8_ .884
• 7fi8 .7M
.885 .805
• 342 . 414
0 0
In view of the excellent representation of To by the
empirical formula R.m, the performance charts are
LO0
"'NO /0,000 a_O,000 30,000
AI//fc/de, ft.
Fiouam 21.--Varlation of full-throttle r. p. m. at eomtant*veloeity with altitude
 oo\
\
\
.EO
.40
.30
0
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
"\
30_000/o,0oO _ooo
AI/ifc/de, ft.
Fmuag 22.--Variation of full-throttle br, drs horsepower at constant r. p. m with
altitude
developed on this bash. The particular value of m
corresponding to each Co,,, (or each setting of the pro-
peUer) may be seen in the table.
Variation of thrust horsepower with altitude (con-
stant velocity).--The variation of brake horsepower
with altitude that is used in computing the t.hp, vari-
ation desired has been plotted in F_ure 22. These
data have been obtained from National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics Technical Report No. 295 and
British A. R. C. Reports and Memoranda No. 1141,
which are believed to give the best data available.
By the incorporation of the brake horsepower varia-
tion with altitude at constant r. p. m., the variation
of r. p. m. with altitude as represented in Figure 21,
and the propeller curves of Figure 13, the variation of
thrust horsepower with altitude at constant velodt:y
has been computed. The cases were investigated for
which the variation of r. p. m. with altitude were com-
puted, and it was found that the variation of thrust
horsepower _ith altitude may be represented by a
single curve for all speeds of flight Re and all settings
of BEST PERFORMANCE PROPELLER and
PEAK EFFICIENCY PROPELLER. The curve
obtained is plotted in Figure 23. This curve is to be
the general representative for modem unsupercharged
engines in the charts that are to be developed. The
variation function T. is therefore a function of ¢ only,
being independent of Re.
In seeking for an empirical formula to l:epresent the
curve in Figure 23, it h_ been found that the type of
\
\
\
\
,L_J .
"\
N
\
\
\
\
0 I_OOO 20,000 3C_000
A/h/ude. ft.
FIOVl m 23.--Variation of full-throttle thrust horsepower avaflabl_ at oon_tant
velocity with altitude
formula proposed by Bairstow some years ago will,
with proper values of the constants, give an excellent
representation of the curve. The formula follows:
a--0.165
T,,= 0.835 (4.5)
where,
T_t.hp, at altitude (constant
- t.hp, at sea level velocity)
The quality of representation may be seen by the
accompanying table.
• 2O
/.6
£4
c_
O
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TABLE II
r
Altitude 2". (fig. 23) T. (eq. (4.5))
Sea level. 1.000 1.000
7,5OO .780 .758
15,000 .557 .556
22,5O0 .385 .388
30,O0O .2.53 .250
for sinking speed w,. The parasite drag coefficient
was defined then as the total drag coefficient minus
the effective induced drag coefficient which was cal-
culated as the minimum induced drag produced by
an effective span. The customary definition of the
parasite drag coefficient has been that expressed in
the past by the equation
I
r _e
v_, /
/ /
I
! / /
i , /
/
\
.04 .08 ./_
1.4 _11
/"1.2
/.0
//"I //
.2
./6
//"
?
" (a)
,20 .,24
/
/
c,,_ I cz?
"3,-5-_
|
I//_ J
!/;,./
I,
.O4
/
//
//
//
.08
/
/
./R ./6 ._0 .24
C_
/
(b)
(el (d)
0 .04 .08 .12 .18 .L_O .2"l .R8 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 _ ._ ,28
c_ co
l_av_z 24a.--Fllght test polar diagrams showing the effect of introducing the airplaneefficiency factor, e
C_-.
CD_-Cn-Ca_; Ca_-Ca- _-, (a) Douglas XO--14, e-0.75
(Ref.A.D. M. 3112);Co)SperryMessenger,e-0.85(ReLNationalAdvisoryCommitteeforAeronauticsTechnicalRoportNo.304);(c)FairchildF.C.--
2W2, e-0._0;(ReLNationalAdvisoryCommitteeforAeronauticsTechnicalNoteNo. 362);(d)Vough$V. E. --7,e-l.00;(Ref.NationalAdvisory
CommitteeforAeronautlc_TechnicalReportNo.292)
AIRPLANE EFFICIENCY FACTOR
It was pointed out in Sectioh II that the variation
in parasite drag coefficient could well be expressed as
a correction proportional to C_2, thus it could be
included in the induced drag term of the expression
C_, = Cz,_o_ - C'_z_.,_._ (4.3)
where Co, represents the induced drag coefficient:
based on the equivalent monoplane span (/cb). The
parasite drag coefficient as calculated according to
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this definition for eight flight test polars is seen in
Figures 24a and 24b. The curve CDp may be seen
to have, in general, a parabolic shape over the normal
flying range. This shape might have been expected
since the total in,:hmed drag has not been accounted for
and assuming that the variation in the p:lrn_it, e
resistance coefficient is proportion to CL', we go':
Df mia.
CDp'=C° e =CD--CD,,, (47)
where,
C_
1.2
,,/////
'! 1/I
I.O L.
!
o_
.6
0 .04 .OB ./_ ./6 ._-_0 ._4
/
r i
0 .04 .08 .12 .16
Ca
I
Floual 24b.--Flight test pol_ diagrams showing the effect of introducing the airplane efficiency factor, e. Cop=CD-Co_ CD_=Cp-_ Dat_ from
Lufffahrtfcrschung, Mar., 1_, B. $. H. 5. _'a from test. n auumed to get Ca. (f) Rumpler C IV, _=70 per cent-6D per cent, el0.80; (g) tIeinkle
HD2_ _-75 I_r cent --65 per cent, e-l.(_; (h) J'makm-s W_,_-75 per cent --65 per cent, ¢=0.80; (]) Junkers A25, v =75 per cent -65 per cen:, e=0.S0
because we have in no case an elliptical lift distribu-
tion corresponding to the minimum C_,. There has
therefore been included in the parasite drag coefficient
a portion of the actual induced drag coefficient. In-
cluding in the induced drag term, where it obviously
belongs, this excess over the minimum induced drag,
C_,-Effective l)ar_site drag coefficient at ma._imum
velocity.
C_-Total drag coefficient.
C_-:_[inimum induced drag coefficieut for (.,luiv-
alent monopI.me span.
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CD_,-Effective induced drag coefficient.
e-Airplane efficiency factor defined by equation
(4.7).
CDp, according to this definition has also been
plotted in Figures 24a and 24b, and it is seen that
for all the airplanes there represented CD,,, is there
very approximately constant throughout the flying
range. The effective span loading has therefore been
defined as
2W
' )" ffi _po (kb) 2e" (4.8)
All symbols have been defined in Section II and in
the Summary of Notation.
The sinking speed then, due to the parasite loading,
is that due only to the effective parasite drag coeffi-
cient at V_, and the sinking speed due to the effective
span loading is that due to the actual induced drag
plus that due to the variation in parasite drag which
is assumed, proportional to C__. The correction for
variation of parasite drag proportional to G,? is be-
lieved to be of excellent quality, as the variation is
small and, by reference to the polars in Figures 24a
and 24b, it may be seen that a correction proportional
to CL2 will leave a portion called effective parasite
drag coefficient, which will not vary appreciably with
angle of attack within the normal flying range.
ncy factor e may be determined from
a by the method described in Section VI.
as been computed for a large number of
e range of values suggested for use in
calculations are included in the accom-
TABLE III
VALUES OF e FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF AIRPLANES
Use value of ¢
Type of airplane varying with
' ClOaI11]OSS ''
Flying wing ...................................
Cantilever monoplane .......................
Semicantllever monoplane ....................
Single bay biplane ............................
Multlple bay biplane .........................
From-
0. 95
• 70
Wl_.-
-1.1_
-1" 90_5
t*irplanes with normal fairing and cowling corres-
-.nd to the mean values of e; airplanes with square
bodies, rectangular wings, little fairing, and with
otherwi._e poor aerodynamic form correspond to the
lower values of e; airplanes with exceptionally smooth
bodies, elliptical wings, and complete fairing corres-
pond to the upper values.
EFFECTIVePARASITECOEFFICIENT
The effective parasite coefficient has been defined as
that portion of the total drag coefficient which remains
constant with angle of attack. From the preceding
paragraphs and Section II, equation (2.8), we have, for
the relation between the effective parasite coefficient
CL,,, and the equivalent parasite area,
Cl),=D "ffi.f
s (4.9)
and from the definition oI kp in equation (2.11) of
Section II 0
] 2w1
:_=_ _ . (4.10)
The value of )_ may be computed from the observed
maximum velocity measured in flight t_t, hence the
over-all parasite drag coefficient _ may b_ determined
by equation (4.10). The value of_has thus been
calculated for a large number of airplanes from Army
flight test data and commercial test data that are
believed reliable. The results are plotted in F_-ure 25.
For performance estimationS, hence the equivalent
.a
parasite area f, may be estimated from Figure 25 by
reference to the corresponding type of airplane.
a-
The parameter _s is the most useful in determining
the over-all cleanness of the airplane. It is interesting
to note that the parasite drag coefficient_of a wing
alone has a value of approximately 0.0I.
V. PERFORMANCE FORMULAS IN ENGINEERING UNITS
FOR AIRPLANES EQUIPPED WITH MODERN UNSU-
PERCHARGED ENGINES AND FIXED*PITCH METAL
PROPELLERS
The analysis of the general performance formulas
in Section II was carried through using physical
quantities and parameters, in order that application
to any consistent set of units might easily be made and
that the physical meaning of the parameters and equa-
tions might be emphasized. It is, however, much
more convenient for the designer and engineer to use
parameters which are simple "loadings" without extra
constants. For practical purposes it is also a great
advantage to have performance formulas and charts
expressed in terms of engineering units. Hence in this
section the performance formulas previously developed
are rewritten using engineering parameters and the
standard American engineering system of notation.
The expressions for T, and T, developed in Section
IV are introduced into these formulas and, from a
numerical solution of the latter, en_neering charts
are plotted for the important performance charac-
teristics. Jf sufficient data were at hand relative to
the functions T, and T,, the general cases of super-
charged engines and of variable-pitch propellers might
be developed in the same manner.
A numerical discussion of the effects of down load
on the tail and inclination of the thrust axis is de-
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are _o-ive nscribed and corrections for these effects
where necessary.
THE ENGINEERING PARAMETERS
The eng4neering parameters are defined as:
l= W po (engineering) parasite loading (5.1)
, 7- Xp -_ (lb./sq. ft.)
W W (engineering_ effective
l, = e--_b-_== _- x, _p___o=2 span loading(lb./sq.ft.) (5.2)
W W _, (engineering) thrust.
l, = _-p=_ _ = _ = zl^ ,= horsepower loading (5.3)
(lb./hp.)
l,l,_ W_]_ 7rA_4po;4 ,, (engineering)h
-- --r, = ' . (5.4)rfi t.hp=_bo _- 2_ major perform-
ance parameter.
The performance characteristics are given in the
following units:
V_-design maximum velocity at sea level in
miles per hour.
Ch -maximum rate of climb in feet per minute.
It -absolute ceiling in feet.
ft. lb./sec.
A - 550= b.hp
THE FUNCTIONS T. AND T, FOE AIRPLANES OF TYPE I
Airplanes classified here by type 1 are all airplanes
equipped with modern unsupercha_ged engines and
fixed-pitch metal propellers. Modern engines are
those for which the brake horsepower may be assumed
to vary linearly with r. p. m. for r. p. m.'s lower than
the rated r. p. m.
It has been shown in Section IV, equations (4.4) and
(4.5), that for airplanes of type 1 the functions T= and
T, may be expressed in the form,
T, =R, _ (5.5)
where,
m = 0.65 for BEST PERFORMANCE PROP. C,_, = 0.9
=-0.61 for BEST PERFORMANCE PROP. C;= = 1.2
= 0.55 for BEST PERFORMANCE PROP. C,,,__,1.6
= 0.55 for PEAK EFFICIENCY PROP. all C,=
and
- 0.165
T,- 0.83_ =1.198 (o--0.165). (5.6)
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION--O]? P]PJ_t'ORMANCE
The fundamental equation of performance (2.22)
becomes in engineering units,
dh 33,000 1 FC'=a-t= ¢R, l, t.(T=T'trR'-°_R'*)
l,l= ]3.014V_ (1- _R,*) feet per minute (5.7)
which gives for airplanes of type 1,
/,C,-33'_0_00 V1.198 (_- 0.165)aR,'+'- _2R, '
o'-°_t L
I,l, (1 -- a_R°')]. (5.73)
3.014V=
-3
The expression for A becomes from equation (2.26),
l,l,( t,z,V,A=52.8 _/_ 1-0.332 _.] . (5.8)
Equation (5.8) is used to give the relation between
l,l,
A and _ throughout the report and in developing the
charts. Equation (5.8) is plotted in Figure 30 (in the
curve marked STABLE WING SECTION).
Maximum velocity at sea level.--Equations (2.32)
and (2.33) become respectively,
V,,f52.8(_)_(1-0.332_)_(m. p. h.)
and
/_/t = 52.8 _ (I - 0.332 _t) _4.
(5. 9)
(5.10)
These expressions will be found plotted in Figures
29 aud 30, respectively.
It should be noticed that the above equations are
exact only for the case of an airplane flying at maxi-
mum velocity with no down load on the tail. An
i airplane with a stable wing section may be said to
! satisfy this condition. Unfortunately, as stable wing
i sections have not as yet come into general use, the
: case of an airplane flying with a normal, unstable wing
; section must be investigated. Assuming a mean cen-
ter of gravity position of 0.33 chord, and a mean length
from center of gravity position to center of pressure
on the tail surface of 2.75 times the chord, the down
load on the tail was calculated for airplan_s_ _dth .... --
various speed ranges. Assuming a mean aspect ratio
of the wing of 6, and an aspect ratio of the tail surface of
3, the effect of the calculated down load on the tail
has been applied to equations (5.9) and (5.10), and
the results plotted in Figure 30. The results are also
plotted in the supplementary curve in Figure 29.
The curve labeled "Normal Wing Section" represents
the mean curve obtained in this manner from the in-
vestigation of 5 frequently used airfoils, namely:
Clark Y, GSttingen 387 and 398, and U. S. A. 27 and
3.5 B. (Airfoil data from reference 10.) The down
load on the tail causes an increase in induced drag,
which is accounted for by a change in l, at V,,.
An appro.vhnate solution of equation (5.9) is ob-
tained by e.xpanding and retaining only the first two
terms. In the second term the substitution V,,=
V,--- 52.8(_)_- 0.11 /,/, (m.p.h.). (5.11)
This form has been given by Dr. Clark B. Millikan in
reference 1.
For an airplane with no down load on the tail,
equations (5.9) or (5.10) are to be used. For an
airplane with normal down load on the tail, the cor-
rection indicated on the curves in Figures 29 and 30
is to be used.
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Maximum velocity at altitude.--Expressing equation
(2.34) in engineering units, we obtain
l,l, T,T,zR_,_- _R,,,? (5.12)
I_ = 3"014 1 - a2R,_ _
where
Max. velocity at altitude V_,
R,_ _Max. velocity at sea level --_"
For airplanes of type 1, equation (5.12) becomes
/_ffi 1.198 (a- 0.165)_R,,_ _+1- a_R,_3.014 1 - _R,,,, _ (5.12a)
Equation (5.12a) is used in conjunction with equation
(5.8) to develop the chart given in Figure 31. The
three values of m from equation (5.5) are used.
Maximum rate of climb at altitude ; speed for maxi-
mum rate of elimb.mEquation (2.40) for speed ratio
for maximum rate of climb becomes,
(.
1 + 3_R,_
where,
R ffiSpeed for max. rate of climb at alt. V,
" Max. velocity at sea level - V_
The engineering equation for maximum rate of
_ (2.41), -
_33,000 1 r "
u, 7ft(1 - a2R,, _)3.0_-V__] . per rain. (5.14)
For airplanes of type 1, the last two equations become
/_= - 1.198(_- 0.165)aR,_ =+' ÷ 3a2R,,43.014 1 + 3a_R ,4 (5.13a)
C 33,000 1 [-
_ y| l.198(a-O.165)aR,c'_+l-
l,l , "1.
_2R ,, (1 - a2R,_ ') 3.0]-_-vm.J (5.14a)
Equations (5.13a) and (5.14a) are used in conjunction
_nwith equation (5.8) to develop the chart for speed for
aximum rate of climb plotted in Figure 32, and the
chart for maximum rate of climb plotted in Figure 33.
The effects of down load on the tail and inclination
of the thrust axis have been investigated for various
types of airplanes ranging from heavy bombardment
to high-speed pursuit. It has been found that the
two effects are of opposite s_m and within 1 or 2 per
cent _ the same value. It is concluded, therefore,
that at the attitude of the airplane for maximum rate
of climb, the combined effects of down load on the
tail surface and inclination of the thrust axis may well
be neglected.
Maximunl rate of climb at sea level is obviously
the special case of maximum rate of climb at altitude,
in which a = 1 and T_ = 1.
Absolute ceiling; speed at absolute eeiling._The
relation between _ and R,R at absolute ceiling,
equation (2.46), is unchanged,
T,T,(I+ 3_ 2 R,_r')+ R,ROT'_T'(1-aH2 R,_)
_R,,,
whore,
- 4_ HR, z = 0
¥'elocitv at absolute ceiling
R'u=Max. velocity at sea level
(5.15)
_a = • at absolute ceiling.
For airplanes of type 1, this gives,
1.198 (_-0.165) R,_ _ (1 +3_a_R°_ _) + 1.198m
R,_(a_- 0.165) (1 - ¢_R,_ _) -4a_R,_ a=0.
(5.15a)
Equation (5.15a), when solved by the trial and error
method, gives the relation between speed at absolute
ceiling and altitude. This solution has been per-
formed graphically in developing the charts by finding
the speed at which the high speed at altitude and speed
for maximum rate of climb at altitude intersect
This method is recommended. The results are given
in Fig_res 31 and 39.
equation for _' at absolute ceiling becomes fromThe
equation (2.47),
__ T_ T,,r _R,_- _rs'R,_'l_/, =3.014 (5.16)
V. I- _a_R,s'
which _ves for airplanes of type 1,
l,/, _ 3 0141.198(_rR-- 0.165)_r_rR,_= =+1- _2R,_'
Y-_- " 1-_R,_ _ (5.16a)
The solutions of equation (5.15a), R,a, and _,
when substituted in equation (5.16a), give an equation
which, when used in conjunction with equation (5.8),
gives the-absolute ceilifg as a ftmction of A. This solu-
tion has been performed graphically, however, by find-
ing the value of 2, at which the maximum rate of climb
at any one altitude becomes zero. This method is
recommended. The results are plotted in Figure 34.
Service ceiling.--Service ceding is found by putting
C_ = 100 in exactly the manner described in Section II.
The corresponding engineering equations and curves
are to be used, however, instead of the physical equa-
tions there referred to. For airplanes of type 1, the
results are given in Figure 34. '"
Time to climb._In engineering units we have for the
time to climb, from equation (2.50),
Tffil,f_ dh. {5.17)
This integration is carried out in the manner indi-
cated in Section II, except that the engineering equa-
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tions, parameters, and charts are used. Results for
airplanes of type 1 are plotted in Figure .%5.
PERFORMANCE VARIATION EQUATIONS AND CHARTS
The variation equations of Section III are essentially
unchanged, since they express percentRge variations.
They may all be immediately transformed to engineer-
ing notation by the substitution of A for h' according
to the relation
A -- 158.9A'. (5.26)
This operation is quite obvious and the equations
will not be rewritten. Making this indicated sub-
stitution and obtaining the necessary constants for
the equations from the performance charts developed
in Section V, a set of variation charts has been con-
structed in Figure 37. These give the variation in
performance characteristics due to a 1 per cent change
in the various parameters for airplanes with type 1
propulsive units. The charts are based on the design
C,_ ffi 1.2, and may be regarded as representative for
all propeller settings since the propeller setting has a
negligible effect upon the variation of performance.
GENERALREMARKS
The performance charts have been developed for the
following cases:
(1) BEST PERFORMANCE PROPELLER for
C,_ffi0.9, or J_ffi0.45; m=0.65.
(2) BEST PERFORMANCE PROPELI_R for
C,_=-1.2, or J,_---0.65; m=0.61.
(3) BEST PERFORMANCE PROPELLER for
C,_1.6, or J_0.85; m=0.55.
(4) PEAK EFFICIENCY PROPELLER for all
C,_, all J_,; m=0.55.
The cases indicated here have all been plotted
throughout the charts, forming families of three
curves. A single curve is treed throughout for the
PEAK EFFICENCY SETTING, while for the BEST
PERFORMANCE PROPELLER interpolation must
be made for the proper value of C,_.
A curve has been plotted for the graphical determi-
nation of A e_xplicitly from the parameters l_, 1,
and l,. The curve is found in Figure 28.
For convenience in determining the major per-
formance characteristic of an airplane (the maximum
velocity at sea level, maximum rate of climb at sea
level, and absolute ceiling) a combination chart _ving
V_
V,/_' It Co, and H as functions of h has been plotted in
Figure 36.
YI. PERFORMANCE DETERMINATION
For the aid of the designer, the method of doter-
mining the" performance of an airplane through the
use of the charts developed above is given in this
section. After a few applications, the designer may
discover alternative procedures which are more suita-
ble to his particular needs, but in general the methods
88258--32--4
of using the charts will probably be similar to those
indicated below, which the author has found most
convenient. After the general outline, an illustrative
example is included. The use of the charts in deter-
mining the airplane characteristics (parameters), when
the performance is known or specified, is also shown.
This reversed solution of the charts is of considerable
interest. Examples of this process are given. Finally,
a problem on the change in performance caused by
changes in the parameters of the airplane is worked out.
GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE DETERMINATION OF THE PERFORM-
ANCE OF ANY AIRPLANE EQUIPPED WITH A MODERN UNSUPER-
CHARGED ENGINE AND A FIXED-PITCH METAL PROPELLER
The following data must be specified:
W --Weight (lb.).
S --Total wing area (sq. ft.). (Wing areas
include portion cut out by fuselage.)
Airfoil section.
S_ --Area of the longer wing (sq. ft.).
$2 --Area of the shorter wing (sq. ft.).
bl --Span of longer wing (ft.).
b2 ---Span of shorter wing (ft.)
G --Gap (ft.).
b. hp_ --Brake horsepower at V_. (Rated b. hp.).
r. p. m.--Revolutions per minute at V_ of propeller.
f --Equivalent parasite area (sq. ft.).
The equivalent parasite area f is found either by
estimating the total parasite drag coefficient or by
summing up the drag coeffieient_ ui _tle _arious parts
of the airplane. : :.i: :_
(1) Estimation.--For performance estimation
hence/, may be estimated from Figure 25 by careful
reference to the corresponding type of airplane, proper
allowance being made for irregularities of each par-
ticular design. For a normal airplane the estimation
can generally be made to within 20 per cent of the cor-
rect value, which leads to an accuracy of within 7, 2,
and 4 per cent in the calculated V_, Co, and H,
respectively.
(2) Summation.--The equivalent parasite area of
the airplane is folmd by summing up the individual
equivalent parasite areas of the various component
parts including the wing profile drag. For conserva-
tive design, an allowance for interference drag should
be made. This allowance is generally made by mul-
tiplying the result of the summation by a factor I
varying from 1.00 to 1.30 depending upon the type of
airplane. A table of suggested values is given here.
TABLE IV
Type airplane
Flying wing ........................... .
Cantilever monoplane .................
Semicantil_ver monoplane .............
Single bay" biplane .....................
._Iultipl_hay biplane. ..............
Interference factor I
From-- To--
1.00 l. lO
1. O0 1.15
1.05 1.20
1.05 1.25
I. i0 1.30
Data are found in reference_ 5 and II.
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The following constants and parameters of the
airplane are then determined:
e-.Mrplane efficiency factor. (Table III, Sec.
IV.)
k-Munk's span factor (k = 1 for monoplane).
Charts for the rapid solution of k are given in
reference 5, chapter 2.
IV
/'p _ y*
W
C,,_-Coefficient C, at V=. Figure 26.
_,, - Propulsive efficiency at V_,.
These values are found thus: Assume a i,'_..
Find C,,, from Figure 26.
Find ,7,, from Figure 27, and suggesticms in
Section IV.
W
Calculate/'=b.hpffi ,7,,"
From _. find V_, from Figure 29.
If this V,_ does not check the V_ origin,lily
assumed, make a judicious choice of .,t new
V=, and repeat the process until a check is
obtained. This is a rapidly converging
process.
/ Y .
D-Propeller diameter _,_ m found from Cs_ in
_. Fi_-ai'e 13, whence D from equation (4.2), Sec.
IV).
W
/t=b.hp= 7."
A_l, It _
- lp_t (fig. 28.).
/, = W.
Cr._,. (Table gI, Sec. VII.)
MAJOR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FROM CHARTS
All major performance characteristics are now ob-
tained by the use of the charts, from the parameters
l_, l,, 1,, A, l_, and C,,_. Interpolation for the
proper value of C,,, is made in the case of the BEST
PERFORMANCE PROPELLER. No interpolation
is necessary for the PEAK EFFICIENCY PRO-
PELLER. Performance is obtained as indicated
below:
Landing speed.--From l_, C_, in Figure 40.
Maximum velocity at sea level.--From Ip
_ in Figure
V_ from A in Figure 30. Whence V,_. (If29, or find
tip speed is greater than 1,020 ft./sec, apply correction
factor to It in_,_/-_-t' and A here. (Reference 8.) D,)
not apply in obtaining other performance.)
Maximum velocity at altitude.--irind R_ at variv_ls
altitudes from A in Figure 31. Then 1".._, =R,, I"
Speed for maximum rate of climb at any altitude.-
Find R,_ at various altitudes from A in b'igt,,'e :_'_'.
Then I'_ = R_,I',,.
Speed at absolute ceiling.--["ind R,:,_ from A in
Figure 31.
Then _'H = R,_V_.
Maximum rate of climb at any altitude.--,:it_d l:(__,at
various altitudes from A in Fig,!r',_, oo. _\ _,' ice _( h.
Absolute cefling.--From A in Figure 34.
Service ceiling.--From A and proper interpolation for
l_ in Figure 34.
T
Time to climb to any altitude.--Fmd i, at various alti-
tudes from A in Figure 35. Whence T.
L
Spe,:i.ll performance problems s,lc}la_ m:tximuTn )),
speed for minimum power, and t]irust horsepower re-
quired at any speed and 'dtitud_' _tre found as described
in Section VII.
EL_&MPLE: The processes ,lescribed for finding
e, k, n_, C.,_, and D are either q_lite well known or
direct; so these will be assumed given for brevity.
Given:
W= 5,000 lb.
S=400 sq. ft.
b.hp_ = 500
j= 19.2 sq. ft.
bl =43 ft.
e = 0.85
for a single
bay biplane.
k=1.13
C,= = 1.40
,7,,=0.83
(',lark Y airfoil section.
Then
/p=2611, /s=2.49, /t ==12.{15, A= 10.8, /,_= 12.5
CL,_, = 1.27
I_= 21.6,/,/,= 30.0.
Propeller is set for Best Performance. Interpolating
for the proper value of C_ on the charts, we get by the
method described above:
S[ati,lard
0
_,000
11). (_0
15. _
:*t), 0_A)
Level flight
142. 0 .............. n. 57_
....... 0. 972 t;_8. 0 . ./,_)
....... ; .933 I32. 5
........ _72 12-1.0
....... .696 99.0 , ¢;4,5
'_2. 1
8:t. g
Climb
I,C, C_
14,070
I0, 280
T
li
1,1_i8 0
8,53 .42
6, _50 568 1.02
3, 500 LxJO 2. 05
0
5.1
12.3
24.7
'3I. 6 300 25 ...............
i
Serf. ceil. : :
18,5,)0
.kbs. rcih
Lanrlin_ <-I;eed=62.O m. p. h.
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DETERMINATION OF TltrF P _,I_ ; MFTER.q OF TIlE AIRPLANE WHAN
'rile PER_',)RM,tN('E IS KNOWN
When tile three maj,w pcrf,,rm,nce ch:,rac(oristics
of the airplane, nla:<ir,).m vdoeity at sea level, maxi-
mum rate of climb ,.,I -,,:_. !oval, .and absolute ceiling,
are known, the t',m'_', _',_,_.!amental paramt.i_ers el the
airpl.me, lp, l,, and l_. _,_av readily t;e ,l,qermined.
This determinati, m _ive, ,_ method of finding n,_, e, and
f from flight test data. q'b,_' method giver, below w:_s
used in finding the values of e irom Army ttight test
data for approximately ._!l :firplanes. The sumlnary
of the results is t(, be fi_,,ml in Table, III, .%ction IX'.
k
Having given the flight test data for--
H- Absolute ,,c'ilin_
Co- Mnxinlum rate of climb at sea level
1".,- Maxinmm veloeky at sea level
and having given
W, kb,, b. hp,,, r. p. m,_
the parameters of the airplane are found in the follow-
ing manner:
From b. hp=, r. p. m=, and V,_ determine C,,,"
h'om F'_re 26.
Interpolation for the proper value of C,,_ is then
made throughout the following development.
From Fi_lre 34 obtain a.
From a in Figure 33 obtain l,Ca. "Whence l,.
Ym
From A in Fi_lre 30 obtain -/-_/ Whence l,.
From A, l,, and l,, obtain lp from Figure 28, or
better, from V,_ and Figure 29 obtain l_
Whence l,,.
The values of the parameters lp, l,, and l, actually
developed in flight test are thus known. From the
definitions of these parameters fi e, and '1,, are imme-
diately found. Frc, m equations (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3),
W
e= l, (kb,)_. (6.1)
W
f = l_- (6.2)
W
_=_. (6.3)
This process is very rapid, and gives much valuable
information.
EX_MPLE: Let us suppose that the airplane for
which performance was calculated in the preceding
example has been
results:
flight tested with the following
V,, = i40.0 m.p.h. IV= 5,000 lb.
Co = 1,100 ft./rain, b.hpm = 500 (kb,) _-= 2,360
H=21 0_il_ ft. r.p.mm=l,500 C,,_=1.38
From Figure :_4 .', :: 10.2
From Figure 33, l,Co= 14,250; I,= 12.95; h'om
equation (6.3) ,7,,=0.77.
From Figure 30, i,l, = 4.9,: ; l, = 2.lS ; from equa-
tion (6.1) e=0.97.
From Figure 29, _ = 20.7 ; l_ = 26S ; from equation
(6.2)/= 18.7.
E:_kMPLE : Let us now suppose that a performance
specification has been given, and we are designing to
meet it.
Specifications:
V,, = 140 m. p. h.
Co = 1,100 ft./rain.
H= 21,000 ft.
Assumed from type airplane:
e=O. 85
k=l.13
C,,, = 1.40
_,_ = 0. 83
Exactly as in the preceding problem, A, l,, l,, and lp
are found,
A= 10.2
l,= 12.95; from equation (6.3) b.hp= =0. 0930 W
l,= 2.18; from equation (6.1) b,2=,0. 423 W
/p=268; from equation (6.2) f=0. 00374 W
The characteristics are now determined by an estima-
tion of the weight. If the design characteristics can not
be obtained with the estimated weight, the latter muet
be reestimated until the dimensions and weight are
compatible. If the final weight is
W=5,000 lb. then, b.hp==465
b,2=2,110 b, =46.0 ft.
f= 18.7 sq. ft.
DETERMINATION OF THE VARIATION OF PERFORMANCE OF THE
AIRPLAN I_ DUE TO A CHANGE IN ITS PARAMETERS
For airplanes equipped with modern unsuperchaxged
engines and fixed-pitch metal propellers the variations
of performance characteristics are readily determined
from Figure 37. The chart is based upon equations
that have been developed in Sections III and V.
The chart shows the percentage variation in the
maior performance characteristics due to a 1 per cent
increase in each of the fundamental parameters:
t.hp= = b.hp=.,7,_
bo = e_ (kb,)
.f
IV
The rates of variation are functions of the major
parameter A, hence A must be known. For reasonably
small changes in a parameter the change in perform-
ance is given by merely multiplying the variation due
to 1 per cent by the percentage change in the param-
eter. In general, for changes larger than 10 per cent
the average rate of variation shouhl be used, since A,
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and hence the rate, varies considerably. The average
percentage change in parameter should also be used.
EXAMPLE: Consider the preceding problem of
design to meet specification:
Specification:
V,=, 140.0
0.= II00
H=21,000
Required characteristics:
W= 5,000
b.hp= = 465
y=18.6
bt = 46.0
As before, A = 10.2.
From Figure 37:
VaYI_
t .hp=
Perc_utage variation of l_¢formaum due to 1 per
c$nt tncl-_l$ in l_arametcr
P
V. Co H Tim Ttmm
0,3_i L_ [}._ --l. lO --t._
,0't5 .50 .95 --.55 --.85
--. 340 --. I0 --. 15 . 10 . 16
--.045 --i._ --.95 1.55 1.85
Suppose that after the airplane were in the assembly
line it became evident that it would b@ 250 pounds
overweight, but a change in engine were possible at 2
Biorsepower. What horsepower
brake is
meet minimum over-all specification?
le it m seen that the relative effect of a
ight to a change in horsepower is the
-"'-'__ the case of absolute ceiling; so this will be
the criterion.
100(0.65 _+ Ab.hp=× 2(-o.95) 5000 )
+ 100(-0.95) 520_0= 0
(0.140 - O.038)Ab.hp= = 4.75
Ab.hp= = + 46.5 (10.0 per cent change)
W = 250 + 2(46.5) = + 343 (6.86 per cent change)
Resulting characteristics:
W = 5343
b.hp= -- 512
bi = 46.0
/=18._
Resulting performance:
H=21,000
Co -- 1100 + 1100(1.30 × 0.10-1.50 × 0.0686) = 1100 +
30 = 1130
V_ = 140.0 + 140.0(0.365 × 0.10- 0.045 × 0.0686) =
140.0 +4.7 = 144.7
It is notable and fortunate tha_ the equivalent par-
asite area f has the least over-all effect on airplane
performance. For the airplane just considered a 10
per cent error in the estimated parasite area would
result in errors of 3.40, 1.0, and 1.5 per cent in V_,
Co, and H, respectively. A 10 per cent change in any
of the parameters, b,, t.hp=, and W, would cause at
least a 10 per cent change in one characteristic of
performance. "
_mE X_GXNx_.mNGsmHnncAHcx OX'eAa_r_.a A
The parameter A may well be called the major (o:"
characteristic) parameter of airplane performance,
for h appears as the abcissa of all performance charts
developed in this report, and occurs insistently in the
algebraic formulas. For the modern unsupercharged
engine for which the charts are developed, it may be
seen by reference to Figures 33 and 34 that for a value
of h of about 70, the absolute ceiling of the airplane
considered is at sea level. For values of A greater
than 70, the machine trader consideration can hardly
be called an airplane, for it would have an absolute
ceiling below sea level. Parameter A is thus seen to
be a critical parameter, peculiarly characteristic of an
airplane, setting the critical limit at which a machine
may be classed as an airplane. The absolute ceiling
of an airplane is a function of h alone. The speed
ratios for maximum speed at altitude, for the best
climb, for absolute ceiling, and l_ times maximum rate
of climb, time to climb divided by l,, and maximum
velocity divided by l,/, are each functions of A. It is
on the basis furnished by A that the formulas and
charts have been developed.
The parameter A is a function of the primary pa-
rameters of the airplane, for
= _[_--=t. hp=nb,2"b.hp=nn,,#*e(kb) ''" (6.4)
All symbols have been defined in Section V and in th,
Summary of Notation.
Parameter A may be shown to be a combination of
several familiar parameters by the proper _ouping of
the terms in equation (6.4). As a physical conception
of A is nmre easily attained by such a grouping, the
following forms are given:
W W ]
A=.(t.-h-p=)(e(--_)2)(t._p_=) _¢ _'(approx.). (6.5)
It will be noted that the first term in the group is the
thrust horsepower loading, the second is the effective
span loading, and the third term is approximately in-
versely proportional _o the maximum velocity at sea
level by equation (5.8). In still another form,
=: L"
The terms here are the thrust horsepower loading to
the four-thirds power, the effective span loading to the
two-thirds power, and the equivalent parasite area per
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unit of effective span squared to the one-third power.
The last term is inversely proportional to the two-
thirds power of the maximum lift/drag ratio by equa-
tion (7.7).
All airplanes of similar type have values of A in the
same range, the ranges for modern airplanes" being
approximately:
TABLE V
Type airplane Afrom--
Purmit ................................. 4
Obmrvation ...........................
Training .............................. 17
Bombardment ........................ i0
Heavy flying boats .................... 15
I
T__T 
11 I
14
3O
Commercial types lie in their respective places.
VII. SPECIAL PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS
The cases considered in this section are mainly
problems dealing with the thrust horsepower required
equation, i. e., the equation for sinking speed w_.
The general results are quite well known, but are here
discussed in the light of the preceding analysis, and
employing the parameters of this report. The results
are presented in convenient chart form. Where data
are needed only full-scale data are presented. The
parameters l_, l_, and l_ are defined here as in Section
V, equations (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3). ..
LANDING SPEED
The problem of landing speed of airplanes is one
concerning a great number of variables, most of which
can not be included in a theoretical analysis. Some
factors which might be mentioned are: Piloting, con-
trol of airplane at low speeds, wing form, rigging,
ground effect, interference between wings, body,
struts, and so on ad infinitum. It is believed that the
best method of taking these effects into general con-
sideration is to calculate the maximum lift coefficient
from reliable full-scale flight tests, and to classify
these results for any one airfoil as regards type of
airplane: Biplane, high wing monoplane, low wing
monoplane, etc. The results of the investigation of
a number of airplanes are given in the Table VI.
(References 12 and 13.)
The landing speed is determined by use of the
• _quation,
_-- 4_ = 29.0 ,/U" (ft./sec.) (7.1)
_0"L, Lma x
! --T.19.78
_/_C--C-_ (m. p.h.) (7.2)
where,
V,- landing speed
C_**-maximum lift coefficient
S-wing area (sq, ft.) including portion cut out
by fuselage
t,- wing loading = W/S.
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A chart givin_ V, at sea level as a function of l_ and
CL_,, is plotted in Figure 40. The use of maximum lift
coefficient values from the Table VI for the solution
of V, should produce satisfactory results. Only airfoil
sections for which flight test data are available are
included in the Table. The chart may ob_4ously be
used with any data, but only flight test data reduced
by the chart or equation (7.2) or full-scale Reynolds
Number wind tunnel data may be expected to give
satisfactory results.
TABLE VI._MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENTS FOR
SEVERAL AIRPLANES
Flight test maximum lift coefficient
Airfoil section Monoplane Biplane
p
IV i High Low Single I
wing N N N i Multi-
wing bay !pie hay
I IAeromarlne 2 A ........ _.................... I . ' i 1 17 ..... !........
Albatross ........................... I..... !:-:-'-'--i .......... "-.... -_ 1.15
Boeing lfl_.............:.... 3 1 34
C °J ........ ' ............ ' ...... , ........
l_tk"Y" ................ i 2., 1.37 _ 1 i 1.4 i 25 1.27 ..... _........
Ctu_ C-_ ........... _..... _........ I............ ' I 1.n
curvm c-72........... I............. i......... -'- "'Y"-'i-_""
Eiffel 3_ ................ i..... [ i .... i"i'-i-ih ....
P I .................... ' ...... i ........Fokker ................. : 7 1.3_ '. ................. .......... :....... i
Ford-Stout ............. i 4 ; I a0 i....... i ! "-'[ "
Gatt_a_7 .......... i 2 : 1.39 I ....... :.'.':':.':"::'.'- ..... ! ..... , ........ ,
o6ta_n_s .......... i............. ,............ i 7 i-_ .... _-'l"i-._'"/
_ttia_m _ .......... [.... ' ........ I........... ! 7 L27 I I
o. s. _ro. 1 (sttomky) I.............. i.......... ::i ...... i........ --i";"i:ii-t
Loan/_$A...: ........ (..... _........ !............ ; 1 I 1.2 .. I !
•_u_i,. lo. ........... , i i o3 i _ _ _"_':i'_",
_._.xs ...... , ...... ..... ___.".... _::::::::::::!"-_-'l"i'SF" _ [ _:_ I
U.S.A:_B ........... i ..... ! .................... 1 1.37 ............ [
s;,,.,,: ............ i..... !........ .I............ [..............
N-number of airplanes averaged.
MAX,[MUM LIFT/DRAG RATIO; SPEED FOR MAXIMUM LIFT/DRAG
RATIO
From equation (2.5) we get,
D w_
W = _" (7.3)
Substituting for w, in equation (7.3) from equation
(2.12), using engineering units, and noting that in
horizontal flight W-- L,
D
./_ 1
zm0. 002558F_ ' _¢_ -_-124. 4 _ V_ (Vin m.p.h.). (7.4)
The speed at which maximum lift/drag ratio occurs is
D
obtained by differentiating Z with respect to velocity
and equating to zero.
--0.005116 V-248.8 _ffio. (7.5)
Whence,
V,D = 14.85 (l,/,)_ (m.p.h.). (7.6)
Equation (7.6) is the expression for the velocity at
L
which maximum ]0 occurs. Substituting equation
L
(7.6) into equation (7.4), inverting, and solving for
i which is now the maximum value for the ratio, we get
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Charts have been plotted for equations (7.7) and
(7.6) which give (_)m, and velocity at (1_)_, explic-
_itly in terms of l_ and l,. These charts are found in
_Figures 41 and 42, respectively.
The value of D is of particular interest in deter-
In_z
mining the general "cleanness of desire" of an air-
plane, the minimum gliding angle, and the maximum
range. The airplane will flecessarily fly at approxi-
L
mately the speed for maximum D where maximum
isrange
L the thrust horsepower required is readilymaximum
J.J
determined.
Dividing ljt by VL_ from equation (7.6) we obtain,
l,/e =0.0673 (A)_ (7.8)
V,,_
l,l, may thus be expressed as a function of A. This
• . . , l, lt
_ _J IIt :=zus to that forvr-, hence the ratio
___'= is a function of A. This speed
_Z has been plotted against A'
_-__l*parai£eter, A=158.9 A') in Section II,
Figure 4.
SPEED FOR MINIMUM POWER
dw,
The condition for minimum power is-d- _ _0.
Differentiating equation (2.12) with respect to V,
equating to zero, and using engineering units we have,
dw. = 0.011253 F, V'- 182. = 0. (7.9)
_-V
Whence,
VMp = 11.28_ (m. p. h.). (7.10)
Equation (7.10) is the expression for speed for minimum
thrust horsepower required, assuming equation (2.12)
for w, to be valid at this speed. This assumption is
seldom justified, since it has been found from an investi-
gation of more than 50 airplanes that in most cases
the speed determined from equation (7.10) is lower
than the stalling speed by several per cent. In these
cases the speed for minimum power is primarily a
function of the stalling speed, since the rapid increase
of drag at stalling speed has here caused the slope of
the w, curve to become zero.
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From an investigation of _krmy flight test data and
flight test polars (Fi_. 24 a and 24 b) it has been
found that the speed for minimum power generally
occurs within 5 per cent of a value of 1.08 times the
stalling speed. It is concluded therefore that the fol-
lowing method is to be used in determining T>Me(speed
for minimum power):
Find
V_p by equation (7.10), if l_e_l.08V, (7.11)
or
VMp =1.08 V,, if V_p (equation (7.10))_1.085r,.
A chart is included for finding IZM_ by equation
(7.10). By comparison of equations (7.10) and (7.6)
itis readily seen that
VMp = 0.760 V_o. (7.12)
Speed for minimum power according to equation (7.10)
is found from an additional scale on Figure 42.
Dividing l,t, by VM,, equation (7.10) gives,
_/_-- 0.0886 (7.13)(A)".
We have then _ as a function of h and hence the
ratio -V_- is a function of A. This speed ratio for
minimum power has been plotted against the physical
parameter A' in Figure 4, Section II.
THRUST HORSEPOWE_t REQUIRED AT ANY SPEED AND ANY
ALTITUDE
The two terms of equation (2.12) have been sep-
arated and the sinking speed due to each term plotted
as indicated below.
Writing:
w, = w,p + w,, ft./see. (7.14)
where,
w,_-sinking speed due to parasite loading
w,,- sinking speed due to effective span loading
equation (2.12) gives, upon transformation to engi-
neering units,
V 3 ft./see. (Vin m. p.h.) (7.15)
w,p-- 0.003751 lp
and,
w,o= 182.5/'¢ _Zft./see. (V in m. p.h.) (7.16)
Equations (7.15) and (7.16) have been plotted in Fig-
ures 43 and 44, respectively, from which w, t and w,,
may be found explicitly in terms of l,, lp, and V for any
altitude.
Thrust horsepower required at any velocity, and the
thrust horsepower required curve for any airplane at
any altitude are now readily determined by the use of
these charts, and the relation,
W (7.17)t. hp, = (w,_ + w,,) 5_"
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The thrust horsepower required at cruising speed at
any altitude is easily determined. To a first and good
approximation the propulsive efficiency in throttled
level flight at speeds near the maximum velocity may
be taken equal to the propulsive efficiency at maxi-
,mum velocity. The brake horsepower required i_
thus determined.
VIII. CONCLUSION
General algebraic performance formulas have been
developed which are based on the induced drag view-
point of performance. By the incorporation of data
applying to any general type of propulsive unit,
formulas and charts may be ootained which apply to
all airplanes equipped with the same type of propulsive
unit. Consequently superchal_ed engine data and
variable-pitch propeller data may be incorporated
when satisfactory data are available.
Formulas and charts have been developed which
may be used to determine the performance character-
istics of all airplanes equipped with modern unsuper-
charged engines and fixed-pitch metal propellers. The
use of these charta is very rapid, and they produce
results of good accuracy, generally within 5 per cent
of flight test data.
These same charts may be used to redude flight test
data and obtain the actual airplane pacameters.
The equations, and hence the charts developed, are
expressed in terms of the three en_neering parameters
of the airplane: l_, the parasite loading; l,, the effective
span loading; and 1,, the thrust horsepower loading.
• lol :'_
A new parameter of fundamental importance ,_ffi _-_
is revealed by the formulas, and is used as the abcissa
of the performance charts. A may be called the major
(or characteristic) parameter of airplane performance.
The dependence of performance upon each parameter
is readily seen from the charts developed. The effect
of varying any characteristic of the airplane is imme-
diately determined.
The propeller set to give best maximum velocity at
sea level produces also the best maximum rate of
climb. This is called the "BEST PERFORMANCE
PROPELLER."
The variation of parasite drag with angle of attack,
and the increase in induced drag over the minimum
case of a wing with elliptical lift distribution may well
be included in a correction proportional to CJ, which
introduces e, the "airplane efficiency factor."
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SUMMARY OF NOTATION
ENGINEERING
Subscript m denotes at de_,;gr_maximum velocity (sea
level).
Subscript h denotes at alt;t_tde.
Subsc-ipt o denotes at sea level.
[miles per hour in performance
V - velocity t charts.
• [ feet per second in propeller charts.
V, - landing speed.
V_, - velocity for minimum power required
(m. p. h.).
VL, - velocity for maximum lift/drag ratio
(m. p. h.).
V,, -design maximum velocity at sea level
(m.p.h.).
R, m maximum velocity at altitude
maximum velocity at sea level
R,, _velocity for maximum rate of climb
maximum velocity at sea level
R ,x velocity at absolute ceiling._
maximum velocity at sea !e_.__mmm,,_
C -maximum rate of climb (ft.:, -" _, ,
H - absohlte ceiling (feet). ::.! ;
H, --service ceiling (feet).
T -minimum time required t( cHm_-¢_-__
(minutes).
/ -F- %.
w,_ -sinking speed due to effeotive parasite drag
(ft.. per second).
w,, -sinking speed due to effective induced drag
(ft. per second).
b. hp - brake horsepower.
t. hp, -thrust horsepower available.
t. hp, -thrust horsepower required.
r. p. m.-revolutions per minute.
N
_7
C, o
G
--revolutions per second.
- propulsive efficiency.
0.638 V(m.p.h.)
m
b.hp_ r.p.m.S
- lift coefficient.
-maximum lift coefficient (at landing speed).
- cling coefficient.
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C'D_¢
CD _
W
i
e
k
bl
b,
8
- effective parasite drag coeifi,.icnt.
-effective induced dr_lg coefficient.
- weight (pounds).
- equivalent parasite area (sq. ft.) ; by defining
equation, f= Cb,,5
- airplane efficiency fa_t()r (See. IV).
-Munk's span factor.
-largest individual span of wing cethdo.
- e n (kb_) = effective sp._n.
-wing area including portion cut out by fuse-
lage (sq. ft.).
W
l. = _ - wing loading (lb./sq. ft..)
W
I p = _] - parasite loading (lb./sq. ft.)
l= W_
, be 2 effective span loading (lb./sq. ft.)
W
l, = t_h_p=- thrust horsepower loading (lb./%p.)
= _ - major performance parameter
• P
PHYSICAL
Vo-ideal minimum velocity
A-horsepower conversion factor (550 in American
system, 75 in metric system)
po=0.002378 (]h, ft., sec. system)=mass density of
"s_ancfa¥_l _:h% sea level.
_/p 84! (ftXp= = .0 l_ ., lb., see. system)
X,= £/_=267.7 l, (ft., lb., sec. system)
X_=_lt=O.O01818 l, (ft., lb., see. system)
A'=_=0.006293 A (ft., lb., sec. system)
Ap
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FIo_'_l 25.--Para_[t_ _oefficlent a_ a function of wing loading for contemporary a/rplan£q. Data from flight test.
I. Open cocl_wf fuseloqe, 400 hp D-12 _. C. er)qir)e.
Smoot_bly fo_recl nose, no rodiofor.
• 8 2. Comp/ete V.E.- 7 a/t-p/or)e with wings. Open
cockpit fuseloge, 180 hp W.C. engine. No_e
_7_ mdiotor.
3. Open cockpitfuseloge, 200 hp A.C. engine.
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FIeURE 27.--Propulsive efficiency a_ V.,. as a function of O,. for various aircraft engines and bodies. Nine-foot metal propeller. Navy N'o, _412. Data from
National Advisory Committee forAeronautics. Technical Repor_ 350
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